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Abstract: A single atom strongly coupled to a high-finesse opticalcavity is a versatile tool for quantum information processing. Utilized
as a single-photon source, it allows one to generate single photons very
efficiently in a well defined spatio-temporal mode. In a first experiment, polarization-control over the photons is shown. A time-resolved
two-photon interference experiment proves the indistinguishability of
these photons - required in various quantum information processing
schemes. Moreover, in a second experiment, entanglement between the
polarization of the emitted photon and the population of the atomic
Zeeman levels is created. Subsequent state mapping of the atomic state
onto another photon results in a pair of polarization-entangled photons
emitted one after the other from the cavity. Although these schemes
are in principle possible in free space, the cavity boosts the efficiency
by several orders of magnitude.
Keywords: single photons, entanglement, cavity quantum electrodynamics

Kurzfassung: Ein Atom, stark gekoppelt an einen optischen Hochfinesse Resonator, ist ein vielseitiges Werkzeug zur Quanteninformationsverarbeitung. Es erlaubt die effiziente Erzeugung eines Einzelphotons in eine wohl definierte raum-zeitliche Mode. In einem ersten
Experiment wird die Kontrolle über die Polarisation der emittierten
Photonen gezeigt. Ihre Ununterscheidbarkeit, die von vielen Schemata der Quanteninformationsverarbeitung verlangt wird, belegt eine
zeitaufgelöste Zweiphotoneninterferenz. Zudem wurde in einem zweiten Experiment Verschränkung zwischen der Polarisation des emittierten Photons und der Population der Zeeman-Zustände eines Atoms erzeugt. Der anschließende Zustandstransfer des atomaren Zustands auf
ein weiteres Photon resultiert in einem Paar polarisationsverschränkter
Photonen, die nacheinander den Resonator verlassen. Obgleich diese
Schemata im Prinzip auch im Freiraum möglich wären, so steigert der
Resonator die Effizienz um mehrere Größenordnungen.
Schlagwörter: Einzelphotonen, Verschränkung, Resonator-Quantenelektrodynamik
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Quantum effects do not appear naturally in everyday life. We see the world
through classically-colored glasses, and that is why people find quantum
mechanics surprising, unintuitive, bizarre, but also fascinating. In contrast
to the classical world, where a system can have only one value (of a number
of exclusive values) for a given property, in the quantum world a system can
incorporate all values of this property at the same time. However, such a
superposition state can never be directly observed on a single system. A
measurement on a quantum system will always result in one of the eigenstates of the measurement operator (1). Since the choice of the measurement
basis is arbitrary, it is rarely the case that one of these eigenstates coincides
with the state under observation. The measurement process projects the
system’s state onto the result, such that repeated measurements will always
give the same result. Therefore, only very little knowledge is gained from
a single measurement about the original state. This non-classical quantum
phenomenon is most evident in the prominent example of quantum entanglement between two objects (2; 3), illustrated here by the example of two
particles A and B in a certain spin-entangled state. When observing these
particles separately, the measurement results appear random in every measurement basis, which is consistent with each particle being in a completely
mixed state. But, considering the measurement results of both particles,
the measurements are perfectly correlated, i.e. particle A and particle B are
always found in orthogonal spin states in all measurement bases even if they
are spatially separated.
In the last decades a new field in physics emerged from these quantum
phenomena: the field of quantum information processing. For an overview
see (4; 5; 6). In addition to quantum information theory (7) this new direction of research explores possible applications such as quantum cryptography (8) and quantum computation (9; 10).
1
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Quantum computers are based on the principle of quantum parallelism.
Using a two-level quantum system to store information similar to a classical
bit, namely in a qubit (11), information can be processed for any superposition of these levels. The idea of building a quantum machine similar
to a classical computer was first mentioned by Benioff (12), and Feynman
proposed to simulate quantum physics with such a device consisting of a wellcontrolled quantum system (13). Deutsch extended this idea to a universal
quantum computer (14; 15). It has been shown that its implementation on
a physical system at most requires to manipulate two qubits at a time (16).
That means performing single-qubit rotations combined with two-qubit operations, e.g. CNOT gates, or with teleportation (17) is sufficient to run
arbitrary quantum gates. Being a generalization of its classical counterpart,
a quantum computer can run all classical algorithms. Moreover, the ability to process superposition states allows to find algorithms that reduce the
complexity of certain problems compared to classical algorithms. The first
such algorithm - to tell whether a function is constant or balanced - was reported by Deutsch and Jozsa (18). Solutions for more important problems
followed, such as the data-base search (19; 20) and the number factorization (21), which is the key to decrypt classical cryptography protocols.
Many different approaches are currently pursued to implement these ideas of
a quantum computer. The requirements a system has to meet are summarized in the DiVincenzo criteria (22). Systems using nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) of molecules (23) were the first to experimentally demonstrate
a full quantum algorithm on a set of up to five qubits (24; 25). However, this
method is not scalable to more than tens of qubits. In solid state systems one
idea is to use electron spins in quantum dots (26; 27; 28), another method
is to use super-conducting qubits (29; 30; 31; 32). The idea to operate a
quantum computer with single photons and linear optics only (33; 34) raised
attention in the last years. Qubits are encoded in beam lines and the effect
of two-photon interference (35; 36) is utilized to perform two-qubit gates.
Therefore, it requires indistinguishable single photons, beam splitters, wave
plates and single-photon detectors. Simple gates were demonstrated by various groups (37; 38; 39).
One of the most advanced approaches so far is quantum computing with
trapped single ions using laser or microwave transitions to do single-qubit
rotations and a phonon bus to perform two-qubit gates (40; 41). Based
on these proposals different groups implemented such gates and realized
algorithms based on a few qubits (42; 43; 44; 45), also including error correction (46). These systems are very well controlled and allow to deterministically entangle up to 8 ions in one trap (47; 48; 49; 50). However, in an
ion trap system scalability is a problem. To face this challenge large trap
architectures with many interaction and storing regions, with the possibility
to shuttle small subsets of ions between these areas, were proposed (51). Ion
traps with segmented electrodes have been realized that allow to transport
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the ions between different trapping regions (52; 53; 54).
A more general approach to solve the scalability problem is to interface registers of stationary qubits (nodes) with flying qubits in a quantum network.
This will allow distributed quantum information processing involving many
nodes. Photons are perfectly suited to transmit information between distant
nodes, as shown in many quantum cryptography protocols.
Quantum cryptography was first proposed by Wiesner (55) and can
assure secure communication by quantum key distribution (56; 57). Functionality based on first principles has been shown over long distances (more
than 100 km), in fibers as well as in free space (58; 59; 60; 61). To elongate
the reachable distances even further a chain of quantum repeaters (62) can
be used. Thus, even if quantum computers are at a stage where they can
decrypt common classical cryptography protocols by factorization of large
numbers, quantum mechanics itself offers a fundamental solution for secure
communication.
Quantum cryptography is based on the no cloning theorem (63), which states
that a quantum state can not be copied exactly. Hence, any attempt of
eavesdropping can be detected by the two communicating parties through
the fact that a measurement changes the quantum state. The fundamental
prerequisite in these protocols is therefore that information is coded in single qubits only. This makes single-photon sources an essential ingredient for
quantum communication. Single photon sources have been realized in many
systems (64), e.g. using single nitrogen-vacancies (65; 66), single quantum
dots (67; 68), single molecules (69), single trapped atoms (70; 71; 72; 73)
and strongly-coupled atom-cavity systems (74; 75; 76; 77; 78). In principle, atom-cavity systems can generate single photons deterministically into
a well defined mode which is easy to detect, making them much more efficient than other sources. Another unique feature of these systems is the
possibility to control the spatio-temporal mode of the emitted photons and
even their polarization (79), as will be explored in this thesis. The ability
to emit single-photon wave-packets with a symmetric envelope is essential
for a reversable state transfer (80), which allows the efficient absorbtion of
photons (81) by other nodes in a quantum network.
Quantum networks are the key to scalable quantum information processing. They have to accomplish the task to combine the computational
skills of a quantum register with the feature of receiving and sending quantum information between distant parties. Therefore, the ability to transfer
a stationary qubit onto a flying qubit and vice versa is inevitable.
Amongst other proposals, such an interface was suggested for the realization with atomic ensembles (82; 83). Different groups in the field demonstrated state mapping from an atomic ensemble onto a single photon (84)
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as well as teleportation of the state of a coherent light pulse onto an atomic
ensemble (85). Entanglement between light and the atomic ensemble has
been observed (86) and entanglement between distant atomic ensembles was
achieved (87). However, schemes based on single photons and atomic ensembles suffer from their non-zero multi-photon component. Furthermore,
until now atomic ensembles are unapt as a quantum memory since the qubit
can only be stored up to tens of microseconds (88; 89).
In contrast, trapped atoms or ions have proven to have coherence times of
several seconds (90; 91). In combination with their achievements performing quantum algorithms, they promise to be an ideal quantum memory.
The ability to entangle a single trapped atom with an emitted photon in
a probabilistic scheme has been shown (70; 72) as well as the conditioned
entanglement between two atoms at a distance (92). However, in these freespace schemes the success probability is low. Since the strong atom-cavity
coupling achievable in high-finesse cavities (93; 94; 95) allows one in principle to generate single photons with unity probability (75), they provide an
intrinsically deterministic atom-photon interface (96) as reported here.
The possibility to channel the quantum information stored in internal atomic
states into a photon emitted into a well-defined direction determined by the
cavity is the key to multiple prospects, like the entanglement (97; 98; 99)
and teleportation (100; 101) in a distributed quantum network. Most of
these schemes, as well as linear optical quantum computing (33), require
single photons to be indistinguishable. Even though it was demonstrated
for a single quantum dot to deliver indistinguishable photons (102), so far,
natural variations in the fabrication prohibit to produce indistinguishable
photons from two different quantum dots. In contrast, this characteristic
can naturally be delivered from sources based on the fundamental structure
of single atoms (69; 73; 77; 103).
This thesis presents the realization of an essential building block for distributed quantum information processing, namely an atom-photon interface
based on an atom-cavity system with the ability to generate single photons.
In chapter 2 the principle of the single photon source is introduced, the
setup and changes necessary to enable the following experiments are described. In chapter 3, a first experiment demonstrates the capability of
the new setup as a single photon source for polarized photons (79; 104).
The mutual coherence of these photons is investigated in a time-resolved
two-photon interference experiment. Chapter 4 reports on a second experiment, where the atom-cavity system is used to entangle the atom with a
first emitted photon and subsequently map the atomic state onto a second
photon (96). This results in a pair of entangled photons, successively emitted from the cavity and characterized by tomography of their two-photon
polarization state. An outlook to future experiments is given in chapter 5.

Chapter 2

A cavity-based single-photon
source with Rubidium 87
The background of this thesis is the work of Markus Hennrich (105) and
Thomas Legero (106), who together have build the photon pistol experiment.
Markus Hennrich realized the “Controlled generation of single-photons in
an optical high-finesse cavity” with 85 Rb and Thomas Legero extended this
work by an investigation on the indistinguishability of the emitted photons
by means of a “Time-resolved two-photon interference”. In this thesis, the
single-photon source has been converted to operate with a different isotope
of Rubidium. The different energy level structure due to the different nuclear
spin of 87 Rb (3/2 instead of 5/2 in 85 Rb) enables the major improvements
on the photon pistol described in this work, i.e. the generation of polarized
single photons (chapter 3) and the creation of atom-photon entanglement
(chapter 4). In this chapter, the principle of the cavity-based single-photon
source is summarized (section 2.1), more details can be found in (74; 107;
108). In section 2.2 the setup will be introduced, and finally, in section 2.3
the changes that were implemented into the system in order to work with
87 Rb are discussed.

2.1

Principle of the photon pistol

To illustrate the single-photon generation process, we consider a lambdatype three-level atom inside a high-finesse optical cavity as it is shown in
Fig. 2.1. The atomic ground state |ui is coupled to the excited state |ei by
a pump laser field with peak Rabi-frequency Ωp that illuminates the system
from the side. The other ground state |gi is coupled to the same exited
state via the cavity with coupling constant 2g. Both the cavity and the
pump laser can be detuned from the excited state |ei. But to drive the
process efficiently they should be detuned by the same frequency ∆ to be
in Raman resonance. Then the effective Rabi frequency for the process is
5
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(a)
(b)

3 = |e,0>

5P3/2

cavity

4
85
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∆

single
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cavity 2g

laser pulses

85

Rb
recycle

5S1/2

3 = |u,0>
STIRAP
2 = |g,1>

photon
emission

|g,0>

Figure 2.1: Principle of the photon pistol. (a) A lambda-type three-level
atom is strongly coupled to the mode of a high-finesse resonator. Laser pulses
illuminate the system from the side. (b) The system is initially prepared in state
|u, 0i. Together with the vacuum field of the cavity, the pump laser drives a STIRAP
transition from state |u, 0i to |g, 1i and a photon is deposited into the cavity. When
the cavity decays, the photon is released from the system and the system ends up
in state |g, 0i. Because this state is not excited by the laser, no further emission is
possible. Only when the atom is brought back into the initial state by a repump
process can another photon be generated.

given by Ωeff ∼ 2gΩ/∆.
The states of the combined atom-cavity system can be written as a superposition of product states |i, ni with i ∈ {u, g, e} representing the atomic state
and n ∈ N denoting the number of photons inside the cavity. Note that the
cavity only couples product states of different photon numbers, whereas the
interaction of the atom with the pump laser leaves the intra-cavity photon
number unchanged. Initially the system is prepared in state |u, 0i with the
atom coupled to the cavity field. To trigger a photon emission, the pump
laser intensity, initially turned off, is increased slowly to drive a stimulated
Raman adiabatic passage (STIRAP) (109) to the state |g, 1i. In this process a photon is deposited in the cavity. Due to non-zero transmission of
the cavity mirrors, the cavity state decays, and the photon is emitted from
the system. The combined system ends up in state |g, 0i from where no
further emission is possible. Only if the system is brought back to the initial
state with the help of a repump laser, the emission of another photon can
be triggered again by repeating the pulse sequence.
In the scheme with 85 Rb the two levels |ui and |gi are represented by the two

2.2 Setup
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magneto-optical
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correlator

Rb
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avalanche
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50:50
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Figure 2.2: Experimental setup. A cloud of 85 Rb atoms prepared in a magneto optical trap (MOT) falls after release through the mode of an optical high
finesse cavity. Together with the cavity, laser pulses illuminating the atoms from
the side drive vacuum stimulated Raman transitions. The single photon source is
investigated with a Hanbury Brown & Twiss detection scheme consisting of a beam
splitter and one avalanche photo diode in each output port.

hyperfine ground states F = 3 and F = 2 of the 5S1/2 level, respectively.
The excited state |ei is represented by the F 0 = 3 state of the electronically excited level 5P3/2 of the D2 line. Of course, each of these levels in
Rubidium consists of multiple Zeeman sublevels and transitions are driven
between superposition states of these sublevels. Therefore the polarization
of the emitted photons is undefined in the experiments that used this scheme
for the photon production (74; 106; 110; 111).

2.2

Setup

A schematic of the setup is shown in Fig. 2.2. The setup resides in a vacuum
chamber with two main chambers that are connected by a differential pumping stage. In the upper chamber, 85 Rb atoms are captured from background
vapor in a magneto-optical trap (MOT) and cooled by an optical molasses
to a few µK (112; 113). The cavity is located about 20 cm below the MOT
in the lower lying chamber (10−9 mbar). When released from the MOT, the
atomic cloud falls under gravity through the mode of the high finesse optical cavity. Pump laser pulses illuminating the atoms from the side trigger
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the photon emission into the cavity mode. The single photon nature of the
source is then characterized using a beam splitter and two detectors for a
Hanbury Brown & Twiss measurement, in which the autocorrelation of the
photon stream is investigated. For an ideal single photon source one will
never find clicks in the two detectors at the same time.

2.2.1

High-finesse cavity

The heart of the experiment is the high-finesse optical cavity consisting of
two spherical mirrors with radius of curvature of 50 mm that are separated
by a distance of 0.98 mm. The Gaussian TEM00 mode has a waist of wC =
35 µm. Figure 2.3 shows a photo of the kind of cavity setup used in this
experiment: The mirrors are glued to their aluminium holders and the piezo
tube regulates the distance between them. The two mirrors have different
transmission coefficients. One mirror has a transmission of T1 = 1.8 ppm,
whereas the other mirror was chosen to be the outcoupling mirror for the
generated photons, therefore its transmission is much larger, T2 = 100 ppm.
With the higher transmissive outcoupling mirror the cavity has a finesse of
58, 000, which is an order of magnitude less than other experiments with
two mirrors of highest achievable reflectivity (93; 94; 95) designed to work
deeper in the strong coupling regime (g  {κ, γ}). However, in a symmetric
cavity the maximal outcoupling efficiency in one direction is limited to 50%.
In contrast, together with the absorption losses in the mirrors, L1 + L2 =
6.3 ppm, the probability that a generated intracavity photon exits the cavity
through this outcoupling mirror is Pout = T2 /(T1 + T2 + L1 + L2 ) = 92.5%.
The atom-cavity coupling in an antinode of the mode is well-approximated
semiclassically to
r
wC
gmax =
µge ,
(2.1)
20 V ~
where 0 = 8.85 · 10−12 As/Vm is the vacuum permittivity, V is the mode
volume and µge is the dipole matrix element of the atomic transition from
|gi to |ei. For 85 Rb with the cavity tuned to the transition from F = 2
to F 0 = 3 an averaged atom cavity coupling of gmax /2π = 2.5 MHz. With
the cavity decay rate κ/2π = 1.25 MHz and the atomic polarization decay
2 /2κγ = 0.83.
rate γ/2π = 3 MHz the cooperativity parameter is C = gmax
For transitions from F = 1 to F 0 = 1 in 87 Rb as used in the experiments
described in chapter 3 and 4 the atom-cavity coupling is gmax /2π = 3.1 MHz
resulting in a cooperativity parameter C = 1.28. In both cases the system
is operating on the edge of strong coupling (C ≈ 1, gmax > (κ, γ)).
The length of the cavity is stabilized on the transmission signal of a laser at
the desired frequency. This laser is frequency modulated and the error signal
is generated by a Lock-in amplifier as described in (105). While the atomic
cloud from the MOT is falling through the cavity mode, the stabilization
laser is switched off and the voltage of the cavity piezo is fixed by a sample
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© Peter Münstermann
Figure 2.3: High finesse-optical cavity of the kind used in the setup, before
building it into the vacuum setup. Shown are the two high reflecting mirrors glued
to their aluminium holders and the piezo tube that regulates the distance between
the mirrors. The piezo tube has holes for the passing atoms and for the laser
beams that illuminate the atoms from the side. To get an idea of the dimensions
of the cavity setup, a Pfennig is shown, the German currency before 2002. It has a
slightly bigger diameter (16.50 mm) than the new European currency the Euro-cent
(16.25 mm).

and hold technique. The cavity frequency drift is so slow that after a time
of 30 ms the changes of frequency are smaller than the cavity linewidth and
the stabilization can be recaptured again.

2.2.2

Experimental sequence

The whole experimental sequence runs with a repetition rate of about 1.7 Hz.
During each cycle, first, the intensities of the lasers are checked and corrected, and it is verified that the cavity is still locked. If this is not the case,
the computer control stops the sequence. If it is locked, the MOT is loaded
for a variable time (about 50 ms), after a molasses phase without magnetic
field, all MOT beams are turned off and the atoms are released. Since the
cavity is located about 20 cm underneath the MOT, the atomic cloud falls
about 200 ms until it reaches the cavity. Before the atoms enter the cavity, the stabilization laser is turned off, so that all photons have leaked out
and the mode is in the vacuum state. Then the pump pulse sequence is
started and repeated for about 5 ms. The photons emitted from the cavity
are detected with avalanche photodiodes (APDs) and are recorded with a
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transient recorder card PCI.258 by Spectrum.

2.3

Conversion to Rubidium 87

Fortunately, changing the isotope of Rubidium did not require to open the
vacuum system. The naturally occurring rubidium in the reservoir connected to the vacuum chamber is composed of the two stable isotopes, 85 Rb
and 87 Rb with a relative abundance of 72.2% and 27.8%, respectively. The
D2 lines of the isotopes are only a few GHz apart, so that they are accessible by frequency tuning the same lasers. However, the laser setup was
changed to a more convenient system with commercial diode lasers instead
of the combination of two home-made low power diode lasers and a titaniumsaphir solid-state laser pumped by an argon-ion gas-laser. In addition the
experimental sequence has been optimized for longer measuring times and
the data acquisition has been upgraded to allow for higher repetition rates.

2.3.1

Laser system

The new laser system consists of two commercial diode lasers from Toptica
Photonics:
The DL100 diode laser is an extended cavity diode laser (ECDL) with
a grating in Littrow configuration. It has an output power of about 100 mW.
This laser serves all beams on the D2 -line that start from the F = 1 hyperfine
ground state of 87 Rb. It is stabilized on the crossover resonance between the
F = 1 to F 0 = 1 and F 0 = 2 resonances in a frequency modulated (FM) saturated absorption spectroscopy (114; 115; 116). All frequencies necessary in
the experiments can be reached using acousto-optical modulators (AOMs).
For the doppler-free absorption spectroscopy the laser is phase modulated
at by an electro-optical modulator (EOM). From the spectroscopy signal the
error signal is deduced by mixing with the local oscillator. Using a PID regulator, this error signal is fed back onto the laser in three different feedback
loops. Long term stability is maintained by feedback onto the grating Piezo
(bandwidth up to 1 kHz) and two separate short term stabilization feedback loops (ranging up to a few MHz) control the laser frequency directly
by modulating the current of the diode. Details on the laser stabilization
can be found in (117). With this technique the laser linewidth is reduced
from about 1 MHz free-running to about 120 kHz when all feedback loops
are turned on.
The DLX110 Rocksolid high power single mode diode laser consists of a tapered amplifier chip, where the emission on the back side is used
for external feedback with a grating. This laser has an output power of
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about 850 mW and serves as the light source for all beams starting from
the F = 2 hyperfine ground state. These beams are for the MOT cooling
beams, which is why the laser with the higher output power is used for
this transition. The DLX110 is also stabilized by FM saturated absorption
spectroscopy directly to the crossover resonance from F = 2 to F 0 = 1 and
F 0 = 3. Here, the frequency modulation is applied directly onto the laser
current. Again fast and slow feedback onto the grating and the current are
used to stabilize the laser frequency. A stability of the laser of a few 100 kHz
is reached which is much lower than the atomic linewidth.

2.3.2

Speeding up the event rate

The measurements that were done for the quantum beat, Fig. 3 in (77),
were very time consuming. It took a total time of three days to collect all
the data needed with the time resolution and signal to noise ratio necessary.
Each experimental cycle was about 600 ms long, but the actual measuring
window in each cycle was only 5 ms long. Another time consuming factor
was the data acquisition, which depended on the time resolution setting of
the PCI.258 -card. Both aspects, the short measuring time per cloud and the
long data acquisition, have been improved as is described in the following
paragraphs.
Temperature of the atomic cloud
To increase the measuring time per dropped atomic cloud, it is advantageous
not to cool the atoms to too low temperatures T . The colder the atomic
cloud, the smaller the velocity spread σv , following the relation
1
1
kB T = mσv2 ,
2
2

(2.2)

where kB = 1.38·10−23 J/K is the Bolzmann constant and m = 1.43·10−25 kg
is the mass of a 87 Rb atom. With a larger velocity spread σv the atomic
cloud will expand faster after releasing it from the trap. Therefore, the whole
cloud will need more time to pass through the cavity mode, as can be seen
in a time-of-flight measurement. With this method we could increase the
window for measurements by a factor of 4 from 5 ms to 20 ms, indicated in
light blue and gray in Fig. 2.4, where a transit of the atomic cloud through
the cavity is shown for improved conditions of MOT and molasses stage
compared to the original experiment. Displayed are the number of detected
photons as a function of time. The pump and recycling laser both are
continuously turned on during the whole measurement to scatter as many
photons as possible and many experimental cycles are accumulated. The
curve is normalized, since only the width is of interest. As a reference the
dark grey line shows the signal that is expected for an atomic cloud with a
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Figure 2.4: Expansion of the atomic cloud. The intensity and frequency of
the optical molasses were optimized to have a longer interaction time for a more
expanded cloud when it reaches the cavity. The measurement time-window for
atoms passing the cavity has been increased from 5 ms to about 20 ms.

temperature of T = 10 µK as it was observed in the experiments with 85 Rb.
From the widths of the time-of-flight measurements τtof (half width at 1/e)
the temperature of the atomic sample can be calculated. Here, we assume
that the expansion of the cloud starting from the MOT is negligible. The
distance from the MOT to the cavity is z = 20 cm, therefore the mean
velocity of the atoms in the cavity is vz = 2 m/s. The velocity spread is
calculated as
τtof · v
σv =
,
(2.3)
t
and together with Eq. (2.2) we find a temperature of T = 150 µK for the
data in Fig. 2.4.
Naturally, with a more expanded cloud of atoms, the flux of atoms through
the cavity will be reduced for a constant number of atoms in the cloud.
To keep the flux constant, the loading time of the MOT simply has to
be extended. Note that a hotter cloud does not mean that the position
change of an atom in the cavity is faster and thus the atom-cavity coupling
is as well defined as in previous experiments. A number of slits in the
direction perpendicular to the falling atom selects only atoms that are cold
in directions perpendicular to gravity.
To achieve a slightly hotter atomic sample than in the old experiments with
85 Rb, the configuration of intensities and detunings at the end of the MOT
and optical molasses phase have been changed. While in the old experiments
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the cooling laser intensity was lowered stepwise in the last 10 ms of the MOT
and molasses phase, it is now set to zero in one step at the end of the molasses
phase. We also changed the detuning of the cooling laser during the optical
molasses. When the magnetic field is turned off 3 ms before releasing the
cloud, the detuning of the cooling beams are switched to −46 MHz with
respect to the cycling transition instead of −56 MHz in the old experiments.
Data acquisition
To increase the speed of data acquisition, we replaced the PCI.258 transient recorder card with a P7888 multi-event time digitizer card by FAST
ComTec. While the transient recorder card stored a voltage value for every
time-bit, the P7888 card only stores the times of triggering events. For low
event rates storing only event-times is favorable, since the amount of data
that has to be handled is much lower.
With the exchange of the data acquisition card the duration of the sequence
could be shortened from about 600 ms to 400 ms. Together with the extension of the measurement window per cloud these technical improvements
lead to an increase in the repetition rate of the experiment of a factor of
six. The original three days measuring time turned into half a day, making
measurements on the system much more comfortable.

Chapter 3

Polarization-controlled single
photons
In this chapter the photon-generation scheme described in chapter 2 is extended in such a way that single photons of well-defined polarization are
emitted from a coupled atom-cavity system. In the previous work, Raman
transitions between hyperfine states of a 85 Rb atom were used to generate
single photons (74; 110; 118; 77), but the large number of accessible magnetic sublevels in 85 Rb meant that the polarization of these photons was
undefined. Moreover, a repumping laser was necessary to re-establish the
starting conditions after each photon emission. In this new scheme 87 Rb
is used and transitions are now driven between the two Zeeman substates
|±1i of the F = 1 hyperfine ground state. A magnetic field is applied to lift
the degeneracy of these states. With the frequency of the applied laser one
can address either the transition from |+1i to |−1i which produces a σ +
photon or the reverse transition while emitting a σ − photon. By applying
both pulses one after the other one can generate a stream of photons with
alternating polarization. Thereby no repumper is necessary, since the final
state of the forth process is the initial state of the back process and vice
versa.
A detailed description of the scheme is given in section 3.1 and is supplemented by simulations of the photon generation process (107; 104; 117).
In section 3.2, the experimental implementation of the scheme is described.
Then in section 3.3 this new type of single-photon source is demonstrated
and characterized (79). In section 3.4, the time-resolved two-photon interference experiment is discussed to show how well subsequent photons resemble
each other and to what degree they are suitable for quantum information
processing.
15
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3.1

Polarization-controlled single photons

Theory and simulations

In this section, first the basic idea of the scheme for polarization controlled
single photons is described in subsection 3.1.1. In subsection 3.1.2 simulations for an idealized three level atom are discussed that calculate the
time evolution of these states. Finally, in subsection 3.1.3 this ideal case is
adapted to a situation with a real 87 Rb atom.

3.1.1

Basic idea

To achieve polarization control of the photons emitted from the atom-cavity
system the situation shown in Fig. 3.1 is investigated. Vacuum-stimulated
Raman transitions are considered between the mF = ±1 Zeeman substates
of an F = 1 hyperfine state, e.g. in the electronic ground state of 87 Rb
atoms. A magnetic field along the cavity axis lifts the degeneracy of the
magnetic substates. If the frequency of the applied laser pulses is either
red or blue detuned from the unperturbed transition by twice the B-field
induced Zeeman shift, while the cavity frequency is in resonance with the
unperturbed atomic transition, then the transition between the mF = +1
and mF = −1 levels is resonantly driven by laser and cavity, but with their
roles changing as a function of the chosen laser detuning. In this way the
Raman transition between the mF = ±1 hyperfine states can be driven in
one or the other direction by choosing a red or blue laser detuning, leading
to an emission of either a σ − or σ + photon, respectively. As can be seen
in the level scheme shown in Fig. 3.1, this method requires the laser to be
polarized perpendicularly to the cavity axis, so that it has equal contributions of σ + and σ − polarization components with respect to the magnetic
field direction. Only the σ + polarization component of the driving laser is
used for the generation of a σ − polarized photon and vice versa. The other
polarization component of the laser pulse is always present, but it is out-ofresonance with all relevant atomic transitions and Raman processes.
As the cavity supports both polarization modes, alternating the laser frequency between the two possible resonances from pulse to pulse generates a
sequence of single photons of alternating polarization. No repumping of the
atom to its initial state is required from one photon to the next, since the
final state reached with a σ + photon emission is at the same time the initial
state for producing a σ − photon with the subsequent driving laser pulse and
vice versa.

3.1.2

The ideal three-level system

Consider an idealized atom with an F = 1 hyperfine ground state and
an F 0 = 0 electronically excited state. The Zeeman shift induced by the
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Figure 3.1: Principle of the photon generation scheme. A single atom is
strongly coupled to an optical cavity, and a magnetic field acting along the cavity
axis lifts the degeneracy of the Zeeman substates (a). Together with the cavity that
provides σ + and σ − modes, laser pulses from the side drive Raman transitions in
the atom. The polarization of the laser is perpendicular to the cavity and B-field
axis, so that it has equal σ + and σ − components. The cavity is resonant with
the unshifted atomic transition, but the laser pulse is red or blue detuned: A blue
detuned laser pulse drives a Raman transition from mF = +1 to mF = −1 and
generates a σ + polarized photon (b), while a red detuned laser pulse drives the
transition in the opposite direction and generates a σ − polarized photon (c).

magnetic field on the mF = ±1 atomic ground states is
∆B = ∓|gL |µB B,

(3.1)

where µB is the Bohr magneton and gL the Landé factor for the atomic
hyperfine state. In the following, the mF = {−1, 0, +1} Zeeman substates
of the F = 1 ground state will be written as |−i,|0i and |+i, respectively,
whereas the F 0 = 0 excited state is labelled |ei. For geometric reasons the
cavity supports only σ + and σ − photons, which have identical frequencies
if the relevant cavity modes are degenerate. The state of the coupled atomcavity system can therefore be written as a superposition of product states
|i, n+ , n− i, with i representing the atomic state, and n± denoting the number of σ ± photons. Here, the number of photons in each mode is restricted
to zero or one, since higher photon numbers are very unlikely. As mentioned
already in section 2.1 the cavity couples only product states of different photon numbers, while the interaction of the atom with the pump laser leaves
the intra-cavity photon number unchanged. The pump frequency ωp and
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the cavity resonance frequency ωc are both close to the |0i to |ei transition
frequency ω0e . The states |0, n+ , n− i are also disregarded, since |0i is decoupled from all other internal states. In this way an atomic three-level system
in a Λ-configuration is obtained. Here, the energy of the excited state |e, 0, 0i
is chosen to define the origin of the energy scale and the Hamiltonian of the
system is divided into two parts,
Ĥ = Ĥstat + Ĥint .

(3.2)

The stationary part Ĥstat includes the energy levels of atom and cavity,
and Ĥint describes the interaction of the atom with pump laser and cavity.
The system is examined in the interaction picture. In the rotating wave
approximation, the stationary part of the Hamiltonian reads
Ĥstat = Ĥatom + Ĥcavity
(3.3)
h
i


= ~ (∆p + ∆B ) |−i h−| + (∆p − ∆B ) |+i h+| + ~∆cp â† â + b̂† b̂ ,
where ∆p ≡ ωp − ω0e is the detuning of the pump laser from the transition
between |0i and |ei and ∆cp ≡ ωc − ωp is the difference between cavity
resonance and pump laser frequency. Here, â† and â, or b̂† and b̂, are the
creation and annihilation operators of a photon in the σ + or σ − polarized
cavity mode, respectively. The interaction between atom and cavity is given
by the interaction Hamiltonian
h


Ĥint = −~ g |ei h−| â + â† |−i he| + g |ei h+| b̂ + b̂† |+i he|
(3.4)
i


+ 21 Ω |ei h−| + |−i he| + 12 Ω |ei h+| + |+i he| ,
where g is the coupling constant of the atom to both cavity modes (assumed
to be equal), and Ω is the Rabi frequency of the pump laser.
The cavity decay gives rise to the emission of photons from the cavity, which
is a non-unitary process. Its effects on the density matrix can be expressed
by the Liouville operator (119),




L̂[ρ̂] = κ 2âρ̂â† − â† âρ̂ − ρ̂â† â + κ 2b̂ρ̂b̂† − b̂† b̂ρ̂ − ρ̂b̂† b̂ .
(3.5)
The cavity field decay rate κ, here identical for both polarizations, should be
fast with respect to the Raman process to ensure that the photon is emitted
from the cavity before being reabsorbed by the atom. In this simple model
the atomic decay from level |ei is omitted.
The time evolution of the system is then given by the master equation
d
i
ρ̂ = − [Ĥ, ρ̂] + L̂[ρ̂].
dt
~

(3.6)

The initial state of the system is set to |Ψstart i = |+, 0, 0i and realistic parameters are chosen, (g; κ; ∆B )/2π = (2.7; 1.25; 15) MHz. This corresponds

population probability
Ω/2π [MHz]
inversion density [1/µs]
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Figure 3.2: Time evolution of an idealized three-level atom with parameters
(g; κ; ∆B )/2π = (2.7; 1.25; 15) MHz. Time evolution of the system: (a) Pump laser
Rabi-frequency Ω/2π follows a sin2 (πt/1.5 µs)-pulse amplitude, with a peak value
of 6 MHz. (b) The probability density for generating a photon per µs is shown.
Integrating over the whole pulse gives an emission probability of 78% per pulse.
(c) Accordingly, the population transfer between the atomic state, defined by the
difference in population of the final and initial state, ends up at an inversion of
0.56.

to the experimental situation of a 87 Rb atom in the 5S1/2 |F = 1, mF = +1i
hyperfine ground state and excitation of the D2 -line, inside a cavity like in
subsection 2.2.1 and a magnetic field of 21.4 G. The cavity is in resonance
with the |0i to |ei transition, (i.e. ωc = ω0e ), and in order to resonantly
drive the Raman transition from |+, 0, 0i to |−, 1, 0i, the pump laser has to
have a detuning of ∆p = +2∆B . The pump-laser Rabi frequency follows a
sin2 (πt/1.5 µs)-pulse amplitude with a peak value of Ω/2π = 6 MHz for each
polarization, as shown in Fig. 3.2. The probability density for emitting a
photon varies as a function of time, and reflects the envelope of the generated single-photon wave packet. Note that the shape of the photon depends
on the driving field. Changing the shape of the pump pulse or its peak value
has a direct impact on the emission probability. The photon can therefore
be shaped in many desired ways. The integral of the probability density
over the whole photon duration gives the overall emission probability of a
photon, in this case 78%. The lower part of Fig. 3.2 illustrates the population inversion between the states |−i and |+i, i.e. the population difference
between the final and the initial atomic state. The inversion starts from −1
at t = 0 and increases until it reaches +0.56. Note that any losses from
the system (except for cavity decay) have been omitted in this simplified
model, therefore population which is not transferred into the other ground
state simply stays in the initial state. Under these conditions, the emission
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Figure 3.3: Photon production probability for the ideal three-level atom
as a function of the cavity-atom detuning ∆ca . The pump laser is always tuned
to the desired Raman resonance: For σ − photons ∆cp = −2∆B , for σ + photons
∆cp = +2∆B . Bluish lines stand for the probability for generating σ − photons,
reddish lines for σ + photons. Shown are the probabilities for the desired Λ-type
transition and for the cycling transitions, starting and ending in the same state.

probability equals the fraction of transferred population. This is not the
case in general, since other loss channels than the cavity exist.
During the population transfer from the state |+, 0, 0i to |−, 1, 0i, the single
photon state of the cavity decays. Since the time constant 2κ is much faster
than the duration of the pump pulse, the photon leaks out of the cavity during its generation. Once the atom has reached the state |−, 0, 0i, it will be
very unlikely to undergo another Raman transition back to the initial state,
since the back transition is detuned by 4∆B (see Fig. 3.1 (b), grey lines)
which is much larger than the cavity linewidth of 2κ. This means a second
emission is suppressed and thus only a single σ + or σ − photon is generated.
The efficiency of the photon generation depends on many parameters. Here
it is 78%, but it can rise up to 100% with increasing pump power or with a
stronger atom-cavity coupling. For a larger Zeeman splitting the emission
probability would decrease.
Exactly the same photon generation efficiency and photon envelope are obtained when the initial state is |−, 0, 0i and the detuning of the pump laser
frequency is ∆p = −2∆B . Then Raman resonance is fulfilled for the Λ-type
transition shown in Fig. 3.1 (c) and a σ − photon is generated. Both cases are
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similar, since the cavity frequency has been chosen to be on the unshifted
transition from F = 1 to F 0 = 0, leading to an atom-cavity detuning of
±∆B with respect to the atomic resonances from |+i to |ei and |−i to |ei.
This symmetry is only broken when the cavity is detuned. In Fig. 3.3, the
photon generation efficiencies are plotted as a function of the cavity-atom
detuning, ∆ca ≡ ωc − ω0e , with the pump frequency always chosen such
that the laser and cavity are in Raman resonance with either the |+i to |−i
or the |−i to |+i transition, i.e. ∆cp = ±2∆B . Blueish lines indicate the
probability to emit a σ − photon and reddish lines a σ + photon. The blue
solid and red dashed-dotted line give the efficiencies for the photon production within the desired Λ-type Raman transitions, i.e. starting in |+i and
ending in |−i for σ + and vice versa for σ − photons. Driving a Λ-type transition with a cavity-atom detuning around ∆ca = −∆B for σ + photons (red
dashed-dotted line) or ∆ca = +∆B for σ − photons (blue solid line) leads
to 100% efficiency of the process. In both cases, the detuning of the cavity
compensates the Zeeman shift and the Raman transition is driven via the
atomic state |ei. However, in the case of a fixed cavity detuning generation
of σ + and σ − polarized photons with the same probability, is only possible
with a compromise, i.e. ∆ca = 0 with an emission probability reduced to
78%.
To verify whether no unwanted second photon will emerge from the system,
the probability for a photon production from an atom starting in the wrong
initial state has to be calculated, e.g. state |−i for σ + photons. If σ + photons
can be generated in this case, the atom would undergo a cycling transition,
since the initial and final state are the same. As indicated by the reddish
dashed line (blueish dashed line for the analogous case with σ − photons) in
Fig. 3.3, the probability for such cycling transitions is essentially zero in the
frequency range around ∆ca = 0, where the scheme for generating photons
of alternating polarization works best, so no second photon will be emitted.
Only when the pump laser is near an atomic resonance does the emission
probability become non-negligible. However, this phenomenon is however an
artefact of the simplified model considered here. The peaks are appearing
because the spontaneous decay of the excited atomic state has been omitted.
Consequently, once the atom is in the excited state it can only emit into the
far-off resonant cavity mode. In a real atom, the spontaneous decay to other
states would dominate the atom’s behavior.
In summary, this simple model shows that, for ∆ca = 0, single-photon polarization control can be achieved by choosing the appropriate pump-laser
frequencies. There is no need to alter the cavity frequency or the pump polarization. Moreover, the probability to emit two photons during the same
pump pulse is vanishingly small.
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Polarized photons from

87

Rb

To analyze the behavior of a coupled atom-cavity system under more realistic conditions, all relevant atomic levels and the spontaneous decay of
the excited states of 87 Rb must be taken into account. The level scheme of
87 Rb can be found in Appendix A. The 5S
1/2 ground state consists of two
hyperfine states, F = {1; 2}, with 2π × 6.8 GHz hyperfine splitting, while
the 5P3/2 excited state has four hyperfine substates, F 0 = {0; 1; 2; 3}, with
splittings of 2π×(72; 157; 267) MHz. The two 5S1/2 (F = 1,mF = ±1) states
are the |±i states in our scheme, while the virtual excited level of the Raman transition is some superposition of 5P3/2 (mF 0 =0) states. Note that the
origin of our energy scale is chosen to coincide with F 0 = 0, and this state
is still labelled |ei. In the ground state, F = 2 is so far from resonance
with pump and cavity that there is effectively no coupling. Therefore spontaneous emissions into F = 2 constitute an additional loss channel for the
atom, but the state as such need not be considered. Moreover, we restrict
ourselves to a situation where the cavity frequency is near resonant with the
transitions from F = 1 to F 0 = {0; 1}. With a distance of 2π × 157 MHz
between F 0 = 1 and F 0 = 2, the latter state is far from resonance. In addition, the dipole-matrix elements for transitions between F = 1 and F 0 = 2
are smaller than those for the relevant transitions to F 0 = {0; 1} such that
the F 0 = 2 state can be neglected. We also omit the F 0 = 3 state, since it
does not couple to F = 1.
The stationary part of the Hamiltonian now includes all involved atomic
levels. It reads
!


X
Ĥstat = ~
∆i |iihi| + ∆cp â† â + b̂† b̂
.
(3.7)
i

Here, ∆i stands for the energy of the respective atomic level in the rotating
frame, including pump detuning and Zeeman shift with respect to the zero
level of our calculation. The interaction part of the Hamiltonian can be
written as


P h +
−
Ĥint = −~ i,j gij
|iihj|â† + |jihi|â + gij
|iihj|b̂† + |jihi|b̂
(3.8)
i

+ 21 Ωij |iihj| + |jihi| ,
where i and j denote ground and excited states, respectively. Transitions
between |ii and |ji are either driven by the pump with a Rabi frequency
Ωij , or by the coupling of the atom to the σ ± cavity modes, with the atom±
±
cavity coupling constants gij
. Both Ωij and gij
depend on the angular part
Aij of the dipole matrix elements listed in Tab. 3.1 (120; 121). We have
to distinguish between σ + and σ − cavity coupling constants. They read
±
+
−
gij
= Aij · g0 , but gij
is zero unless ∆m ≡ mF 0 − mF = +1 and gij
is zero
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Aij
|F = 1, mF = +1i
|F = 1, mF = 0i
|F = 1, mF = −1i

23
|F 0 = 0, mF 0 = 0i
q
1

|1, 1i
q

q6

q 24

1

q6
1
6

5

5
24

-

|1, 0i
q
5
− 24
q

5
24

|1, −1i
q
5
− 24
q
5
− 24

Table 3.1: The angular part of the dipole matrix elements Aij for the transition
between |ii and |ji. With these numbers, the Rabi frequencies are Ωij = Aij · Ω0 .
+
For a transition with ∆m = +1 the cavity coupling constant reads gij
= Aij · g0 .
−
±
For transitions with ∆m = −1 it is gij
= Aij · g0 , and gij
= 0 in all other cases.
The indices i and j refer to the states |F, mF i and |F 0 , mF 0 i. The electronic parts
of the coupling constant and Rabi frequency are chosen to be g0 /2π = 6.7 MHz and
Ω0 /2π = 14.7 MHz. Note that in our scheme only σ ± transitions are accessible.
The Aij for the non-relevant π transitions are shown in grey.

unless ∆m = −1. For the relevant transitions, the Rabi frequencies also
read Ωij = Aij · Ω0 . For our calculation, we have chosen realistic values
for the electronic part of the atom-cavity coupling and of the peak Rabi
frequency, i.e. g0 /2π = 6.7 MHz and Ω0 /2π = 14.7 MHz.
To include the spontaneous decay of the involved excited states, we extend
the Liouville operator (3.5) to
i P 

P h 
L̂[ρ̂] =
− j γj |jihj|ρ̂ + ρ̂|jihj|
(3.9)
i,j γij 2|iihj|ρ̂|jihi|


+κ 2âρ̂â† − â† âρ̂ − ρ̂â† â + 2b̂ρ̂b̂† − b̂† b̂ρ̂ − ρ̂b̂† b̂ ,
where γij is the transition strength of the decay channel from |ji to |ii and
γj the total polarization decay rate of the excited state |ji, including transitions to other levels, such as the F = 2 ground state.
The extension of the model makes the prediction of the emission probability more difficult. The influence of certain atomic bare states increases or
decreases depending on their distance from the virtual excited level of the
Raman transition. Only from a numerical simulation of the scheme, using
the master equation Eq. (3.6) with the extended Hamiltonian and Liouvillian from Eq. (3.7-3.9), do we gain more insight into the physical processes.
In Fig. 3.4 the calculated emission probability is shown as a function of the
cavity-atom detuning ∆ca , with the blueish lines again showing emission
probabilities for σ − photons and reddish lines for σ + photons. Compared to
Fig. 3.3, the symmetry around ∆ca = 0 is lost. At this frequency the probabilities for σ + and σ − photon emissions differ from one another although the
cavity is in resonance with an atomic transition. This can be qualitatively
understood because the influence of the F 0 = 1 state becomes larger the
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Figure 3.4: Polarized photons from a 87 Rb atom: Photon emission probability as a function of the cavity-atom detuning ∆ca with respect to the transition
from |0i to |ei. The ground state F = 1 and the excited states F 0 = 0 and F 0 = 1
are incorporated in the simulation, as well as their spontaneous decay. The vertical grey lines indicate zero detuning to the transitions from |F = 1, mF = 0i to
|F 0 = 0, mF 0 = 0i and |F = 1, mF = 0i to |F 0 = 1, mF 0 = 0i, respectively. The
probabilities for the generation of σ + and σ − photons are equal for three values
of the detuning. They now deviate from a symmetrical picture with respect to
the atomic resonances (grey vertical lines) since the transition amplitudes via both
excited states interfere.

closer the virtual exited level is to this state. For a cavity-atom detuning
of ∆ca = 0, the virtual excited level is between F 0 = 0 and F 0 = 1 for the
σ + process, but below the F 0 = 0 level for σ − . Moreover, the detuning
of the virtual level with respect to the atomic bare states determines the
sign of the transition amplitudes. Therefore the two possible paths of the
Raman transition (via F 0 = 0 and F 0 = 1) interfere either constructively or
destructively.
Although the former symmetry is lost, three cavity-atom detunings ∆ca are
found where the efficiencies for σ + and σ − photon production are equal.
One is almost half-way between the two atomic resonances, and the other
two are close to the F = 1 to F 0 = 0 and F = 1 to F 0 = 1 resonances.
For the latter two cavity frequencies, the probability for generating a photon although the atom is starting from the wrong initial state is below 7%
(Fig. 3.4, dashed lines). This is an upper limit for the probability of generating a second photon after a first emission, if the process is started from
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Figure 3.5: Polarized photons from a 87 Rb atom: Time evolution of the
system at ∆ca /2π = 63.2 MHz: The probability density of the photon emission has
a different shape for the emission of a σ − photon (black) and σ + photon (grey). The
final population inversion of the atomic state differs from 1 because of losses due
to spontaneous emission into uncoupled states, i.e. |F = 2i and |F = 1, mF = 0i.
This loss probability is about 10% per shot.

the correct initial state.
As an example, with ∆ca /2π = 63.2 MHz, the equal probabilities for σ +
and σ − photon emission reach a maximum of 74%. The time evolution of
the system for this detuning is shown in Fig. 3.5. The atom is exposed
to the same pump pulse (shape and amplitude) for both directions of the
Raman process. Although the probabilities for σ + and σ − photon emission
are equal, the envelopes of the emitted photons differ, as can be seen in the
probability-density plot. In fact, the virtual levels for the two transitions
are not at the same energy and their transition amplitudes have different
values.
Differences in the two processes can also be seen in the population transfer
from the initial to the final state, see Fig. 3.5 (c). It is more successful
for σ + photons, which indicates that the losses to non-coupled states are
higher when a σ − photon is generated. Note that these losses never exceed
15% see Fig. 3.5 (d). Furthermore, from the low probability of the wrong
transition to take place (below 7% for cycling transition), we conclude that
the starting conditions for a photon of opposite polarization are always met
once a first photon has been emitted. Therefore generating a sequence of
photons of alternating polarization seems feasible.
Now it is shown that one can address either the |−i to |+i or the |+i to |−i
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Figure 3.6: Dependency of the photon emission probability on the frequency difference between pump laser and cavity. The cavity-atom detuning is set to ∆ca /2π = 63.2 MHz. The Raman resonance of laser and cavity at
±2∆B leads to sharp peaks in the photon emission probability for Λ transitions
while cycling processes are only visible around ∆cp = 0.

transition by choosing the appropriate pump laser frequencies. For a fixed
cavity-atom detuning of ∆ca /2π = 63.2 MHz, Fig. 3.6 shows the calculated
emission probabilities as a function of the cavity-pump detuning, ∆cp . Again
the pump laser Rabi frequency follows a sin2 (πt/1.5 µs) pulse amplitude as
shown in Fig. 3.5. As expected, maxima are found in the photon emission
probability whenever Raman resonance conditions are met. Starting from
state |−i, the emission probability for σ − photons shows a maximum at a
pump laser detuning of ∆cp /2π = −2∆B = −30 MHz, and similarly starting
from state |+i a maximum is found in the emission probability of σ + photons for ∆cp /2π = +2∆B = +30 MHz. The emission probability amounts
to 74%, as discussed before. Note that the Rayleigh scattering peak at
∆cp = 0 dominates the spectrum. It exceeds 100% emission probability,
since the pump laser hits the cavity resonance and the atom undergoes a
cycling transition, see insets. For this reason, more than one photon per
pulse can be emitted. These cycling transitions are more pronounced for
σ + photons, since here the virtual excited level of the Raman transition is
closer to a real atomic level (∆ca /2π = 63.2 MHz and |F 0 = 1, mF 0 = 0i is at
2π ·72 MHz). To guarantee single-photon emission in our scheme, transitions
where two photons are possibly emitted have to be avoided. Since the width
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of the resonances depends on the cavity decay rate 2κ, the magnetic field
has to be chosen high enough to ensure that the separation of the transition
lines significantly exceeds 2κ. For the Zeeman splitting considered here, the
Raman resonances are well resolved, see Fig. 3.6, and the scheme is not disturbed by cycling transitions.
In summary, with the pump frequency being switched from one pulse to the
next in a way that the Raman transition is either driven from mF = +1 to
mF = −1 or vice versa, a stream of photons with alternating polarization
is expected from our atom-cavity system with 87 Rb. No time-consuming
repumping will be needed, so that the photon-emission rate increases. The
simulations show that equal efficiencies can be obtained for the production
of σ + and σ − photons when an appropriate cavity-atom detuning is used.
The efficiency is 74% for a cavity resonance close to the F = 1 to F 0 = 1
transition frequency. The losses to other states are small, which guarantees
that after a first emission, the atom is well prepared to produce a subsequent
photon.

3.2

Setup

The scheme described above has been realized in our system (79). In Fig. 3.7
a schematic overview of the setup is given. As described in section 2.2, 87 Rb
atoms are dropped from a magneto-optical trap (MOT) through the TEM00
mode of the high finesse optical cavity. A pair of current carryingcoils is used
to produce a magnetic field pointing along the cavity axis. While falling
through the resonator, the atoms are illuminated by laser pulses from the
side, which together with the cavity drive Raman transitions between the
|+i and |−i states. The σ + and σ − photons that emerge from the cavity
are rotated with a wave plate to H and V polarization, respectively. A
polarizing beam splitter (PBS) then directs them into either a 3 m long or
a 270 m long fiber both leading to the detection setup consisting of a nonpolarizing beam splitter (NPBS) and an avalanche photo-diode (APD) in
each output port. The cavity frequency has been fixed to the transition
from F = 1 to F 0 = 1, that means ∆ca /2π = 72 MHz. This has historical
reasons, since the experiment was actually done before the simulations. The
relevant parameters for the system at these settings are (gmax , κ, γ)/2π =
(3.1, 1.25, 3.0) MHz.
Details about the setup are given in the following subsections. First, in
subsection 3.2.1, it is discussed what magnetic field strength is necessary
to realize the scheme and how this field is applied to the atoms. Then,
in subsection 3.2.2 the laser system is described. Subsection 3.2.3 explains
the preparation of atoms in the F = 1 ground state and subsection 3.2.4
describes the detection setup.
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Figure 3.7: Setup of the Zeeman photon pistol. As atoms fall from a magnetooptical trap (MOT) through the cavity, they are illuminated with the pump laser
from the side to generate photons. The photons are directed through one of two
fibers by a polarizing beam splitter (PBS), the long 270m fiber acting as a delay
line. Photons emerging from the fibers can interfere at a beamsplitter (NPBS), and
are detected by a pair of avalanche photodiodes (APDs).

3.2.1

Magnetic field

To be able to separately address the individual transitions from |−i to |+i
and vice versa without accidently driving other processes, the splitting of
these levels has to be sufficiently large, i.e. much larger than the cavity
linewidth. Here, we choose a Zeeman shift of 14 MHz, which is about the
same magnitude as in the simulations. The energy shift of the Zeeman
sublevels |±1i is ∆B = ∓|gL |µB B, with µB = 9.27 · 1024 J/T being the Bohr
magneton and gL = −1/2 being the Landé factor for the F = 1 hyperfine
ground state of 87 Rb. This results in a frequency shift of the atomic levels
of ∆B /2π~ = 0.7 MHz/G · B.
The magnetic field is produced by a pair of coils placed around the vacuum
chamber. The coils consist of 2 mm thick copper wires and each coil has
58 windings. Because of the limited space, these coils could not be placed
in Helmholtz configuration which would result in a more homogeneous field
along the coil axis. The radius of the coils is 85 mm and they have a distance
of 300 mm. The magnetic field expected in the center of the coils in the
cavity region is B = 1.03 G/A · I. With a current of 19.4 A, a magnetic
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field of about 20 G results, thus inducing a splitting of the Zeeman levels
of 14 MHz. Calculations of the field that builds up inside the coils show
that, within the cavity volume, variation of the field is very small (117).
The coils are placed directly on the big view ports of the cavity chamber,
therefore missalignment of the axis relative to the cavity axis is expected to
be minimal.
The magneto-optical trap (MOT) does not run properly with such a strong
magnetic field in the cavity region. Therefore the cavity-B-field has to be
switched on and off in each experimental cycle. With a P-MOSFET circuit
the field can be switched in about 6 ms. Since the atoms need 200 ms to
travel the distance from the MOT to the cavity, it is sufficient to turn the
coils on only shortly before the atomic cloud arrives. After the cloud has
passed the cavity, the coils are switched off again.

3.2.2

Laser system

As described in subsection 2.3.1 the main laser system of the experiment
consists of two diode lasers from Toptica, see Fig. 3.8. The DLX110 serves
as light source for all transitions on the D2 line of 87 Rb that start from
the F = 2 hyperfine ground state. These beams are the MOT cooling
beams as well as the optical pumping beam which prepares the atoms in the
F = 1 ground state (details in subsection 3.2.3). To access both transitions
easily the laser is stabilized on the crossover resonances in the saturated
absorption signal of Rubidium which lies half-way in between the resonances
from F = 2 to F 0 = 1 & F 0 = 3. Acousto-optical modulators (AOMs) are
used to turn the beams on and off. Since one needs to detune the MOT
beams by several linewidths with respect to the resonance F = 2 to F 0 = 3
during the optical molasses, a double-pass configuration (≤ 2 × 106 MHz)
is used(i.) . The frequency of the optical pump beam is not shifted during
the experiment, it just needs to be turned on and off, therefore an AOM in
single-pass configuration (1 × 54.9 MHz) is used.
The other diode laser DL100 serves as light source for all transitions on
the D2 line of 87 Rb starting from the F = 1 hyperfine ground state. It is
stabilized on the crossover resonance between the F = 1 to F 0 = 1 & F 0 = 2
resonances. This laser serves as repumper for the MOT, is used to stabilize
the cavity and for the pump laser pulses. The MOT repumper does not need
to be changed in frequency during the experiment, the ability to turn it on
and off is sufficient. Therefore a single-pass AOM (1 × 78.6 MHz) is used.
For the cavity and for the pump laser pulses one needs the ability to detune
the frequency by a large value while the experiment is running. Therefore
(i.)
In single-pass configuration the angle of the diffracted beam depends on the frequency
of the acoustic wave, in a double-pass configuration this angle is equal and opposite in the
second-path through the crystal and the beam always has the same pointing independent
of the frequency of the acoustic wave.
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Figure 3.8: Laser system. The DLX laser covers all beams needed starting from
the F = 2 and the DL100 all starting from the F = 1 level. The frequencies of the
different beams are shifted by AOMs in single path (1×) and double paths (2×)
configuration. More details are given in the text.

an AOM (1 × 72.3 MHz) in a single-pass is used to shift the frequency such
that the desired frequencies can now be reached with AOMs in double-pass
configuration (2 × 75.5 MHz). The pump laser is switched from pulse to
pulse between −2∆B and +2∆B . The switching is done with an RF switch
contolled by a TTL signal.
To keep the alignment in the experiment independent of the AOM pointing,
the laser beams are all fed into polarization maintaining fibers and sent
to the experiment. The intensities of all beams are checked before each
experimental cycle and are corrected if necessary.

3.2.3

Preparing the atoms

Atoms coming from the MOT and the optical molasses are typically in
the F = 2 hyperfine ground state. Since the scheme relies on the fact
that the atoms are either arriving in the F = 1, mF = +1 or in the F =
1, mF = −1 state, an optical pumping stage is added. The optical pumping
beam illuminates the atoms from above - vertically - while they travel from
the MOT to the cavity. The beam is elliptically polarized and drives the
F = 2 to F 0 = 1 transition. Atoms are excited as long as they are in the
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F = 2 hyperfine ground state, once they are in the F = 1 state they will no
longer scatter photons. In the F = 1 hyperfine ground state the atoms are
distributed among all magnetic sublevels.

3.2.4

Detection

The detection setup shown in Fig. 3.7 allows one to characterize the source.
First, the single-photon nature is investigated when a fraction of photons is
sent through only one fiber, while the other fiber is blocked. In this case
a Hanbury Brown & Twiss setup allows for a measurement of the intensity
correlation as well as the detection-time distribution of the emitted photons.
Second, the mutual coherence of pairs of σ + and σ − photons is characterized
in a time-resolved two-photon interference experiment (77; 106), where both
fibers are used. The long fiber then acts as a delay line for a first photon and
the subsequently generated second photon is sent through the short fiber.
Hence, the two photons arrive at the beam splitter simultaneously, and can
interfere.
A similar setup has already been used in (77; 106) to do the first time
resolved two-photon interference experiments. Since in this new scheme no
repumping of the atom is necessary between photon emissions, the sequence
of pump pulses can be applied more rapidly and so a shorter delay line is
used. Therefore the whole setup was rebuilt in a black box on a movable
table using detectors with a lower dark count rate.
Wave plates and the polarizing beam splitter
The photons emerging from the cavity should all have a well defined polarization of σ + or σ − . After the cavity this circular polarization is rotated
into linear polarization to be able to direct the two photons along different
paths. To do so, in principle a λ/4 plate would be sufficient to adjust the
circular polarization to any linear polarization. But a test with the cavity stabilization light that is transmitted through the cavity shows us that
it is not that easy: Light that enters the vacuum chamber and the cavity with perfect circular polarization reaches the wave plate with elliptical
polarization. Mirrors after the cavity are thought to be responsible for this
polarization change. With a combination of a λ/4 plate (here: changes elliptically polarized light to linearly polarized light) and a λ/2 wave plate (here:
rotates the linearly polarized light to linear H or V polarization), however,
this effect can be compensated for. For the compensation the stabilization
light is used, since it should be affected in the same way as the generated
photons(ii.) . Then a polarizing beam splitter (PBS) can be used to direct
(ii.)

The possibility that the polarization of the stabilization light is changed before it
enters the cavity is very low since after a linear polarizer and a λ/4 plate it goes directly
through a vacuum viewport onto the input mirror of the cavity.
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them along different paths, according to their polarizations.
Towards the detection
The two different fiber paths are two polarization-maintaining single-mode
optical fibers, one long (270 m), the other short (3 m). The long fiber acts as
a delay line in a two-photon interference experiment where the two photons
from one source are overlapped on a beam splitter. To perfectly overlap
them, the pump pulse sequence has to perfectly match the delay introduced
by the fiber, because only if the two photons arrive at the same time on the
beam splitter can the two-photon interference occur. Here, the long fiber
delays the photons by 1.34 µs with respect to the travelling time through
the short fiber. This time is long enough to generate the next photon.
The transmission of the short fiber is 72% and the transmission of the long
fiber is 61%. This includes the coupling efficiencies into the fiber and damping inside the fiber (−3.5 dB/km@780 nm). After each fiber a λ/2 wave plate
and a linear polarizer(iii.) are used to adjust the polarization of photons after each of the fibers, so their polarization can be chosen to be parallel or
perpendicular to each other.
Non-polarizing beam splitter
The output modes of the fibers are recombined at a 50:50 non-polarizing
beam splitter (NPBS), and photons are then detected at each output port
by avalanche photodiodes (APDs). When aligning the NPBS it is important
to check that the reflection and transmission of the beam splitter is truly
polarization independent for both inputs. The reflection and transmission
of one polarization changes slightly for different incident angles on the cube.
Equal refection (transmission) probability for all polarizations can be adjusted by changing the incidence angle of the beam by rotating the NPBS
cube along a vertical axis. Typically, a perfect 50:50 separation of the beam
cannot be achieved for all polarizations. In this setup a transmission of
47% and a reflection of 53% could be achieved. Losses in the cube can be
regarded separately, they are about 2% on each input port and for each
polarization.
Characterizing the interferometer
The above described interferometer with an imbalanced length of its two
arms can be characterized with a second-order interference experiment,
which is the interference of electro-magnetic fields (106). Since the two fibers
define the spatial mode of the photons impinging on the beam splitter, one
(iii.)

Polarcor polarizer from Corning, extinction better than 1/10000 and transmission
about 90%.
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Figure 3.9: Characterizing the interferometer setup with second order
interference: the visibility of the interference fringes on the two photo multiplier
tubes is optimized. Both show a visibility of 98% which will result in a maximum
contrast of 96% in the fourth order interference experiment.

can use a laser beam coupled into both fibers to adjust the interferometer.
To monitor the overlap of the two beams coming from the two fibers, two
photo multiplier tubes (PMT) are used: With flip mirrors in each output
port of the NPBS the light is send onto the PMTs(iv.) . By scanning the
frequency of the laser, the relative phase of the light leaving the two fibers
changes as a function of time and one observes interference fringes on the
PMTs. The goal is to optimize the visibility of these fringes for both PMTs
to assure that the two beams are in the same spatial mode after the NPBS
and are indistinguishable. As shown in Fig. 3.9 the second order fringes
have a visibility of 98% in both PMTs. This value limits the fourth order
interference (interference of electro-magnetic field intensities - photons) to
a maximal possible visibility of 96% (106).
Photon detection and data acquisition
Single photon counter modules (SPCMs) of part number AQR-16 from
Perkin & Elmer are used to detect the single photons. These detectors
have a high quantum efficiency of about 47% and a dark count rate that
is lower than 25 counts/s. Such a low dark count rate is important for this
(iv.)

In one arm the light is directly send onto the PMT after the NPBS, in the other arm
after travelling a distance of about 1 m, which is much longer than the distance from the
NPBS to the APDs.
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experiment since it has a very low event rate. Most of the time no atom is
present in the cavity and no photons are produced.
As mentioned in subsection 2.3.2, for data acquisition a FAST ComTec
P7888 multi-event time digitizer is used. This card has a time resolution
of 1 ns when only two of the four input channels are used, otherwise the
time resolution is 2 ns. Compared to the length of a typical single-photon
wave packet produced from our source this is sufficient for analyzing the
data. A third input channel is used to record the timing information: A
trigger signal is sent from the function generator that runs the pump-pulse
sequence.

3.3

Single photons

In this section the single photon properties of the system are tested. First, in
subsection 3.3.1 it is shown that the magnetic field that has been applied is
sufficiently large to individually address the transitions from |+i to |−i and
vice versa. Then the experimental sequence for generating a stream of single
photons with alternating polarizations is described in subsection 3.3.2. In
subsection 3.3.3 the result of a photon correlation measurement is shown,
proving the single-photon nature of the source. In subsection 3.3.4 the efficiency of the photon generation process is discussed.

3.3.1

Scanning the pump laser frequency

Here, we experimentally locate the Raman resonances for the transition
from |+i to |−i and vice versa. The cavity is fixed on the transition from
|F = 1, mF = 0i to F 0 = 1, mF 0 = 0. In Fig. 3.10 the number of detected
photons is plotted against the pump laser detuning with respect to the cavity frequency. Each data point contains the averaged number of photons
emitted from three dropped atomic clouds. Here, both fibers were open to
collect as much photons as possible, regardless of their polarization. Note
that in this measurement the pump laser frequency is not alternated, all
pump pulses have the same frequency.
For pump laser pulses that are linearly polarized perpendicular to the cavity
axis the pump laser couples to σ + and σ − transitions. Three resonances are
observed: The largest resonance is found for zero detuning between pump
laser and cavity. This is much larger than the other resonances, because a
cycling transition can be driven, resulting in multiple photons from a single
atom. The two other resonances are found symmetric to zero. One resonance is found at a pump laser frequency of −2∆B = −28 MHz. There the
pump laser drives a transition from |−i to |+i resulting in the production
of a σ − photon (see inset). As the initial and final state are different, each
atom can only emit one photon. A second resonance is found at a pump
pulse frequency of 2∆B = +28 MHz. Then a transition from |+i to |−i is
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Figure 3.10: Number of photons as a function of pump laser-cavity detuning. When the polarization of the pump beam is chosen perpendicular to the cavity
axis (a) three resonances are observed. The largest resonance is at zero detuning
where cycling transitions are induced. The other two are the Raman resonances at
±2∆B = ±28 MHz where a transition from |±i to |∓i takes place and a σ + /σ −
photon is generated. With a polarization of the pump beam parallel to the cavity axis (b), two resonances are found at ±∆B = ±14 MHz. All resonances are
well-resolved and can hence be addressed individually.

driven which results in a σ + photon emission. These resonances are wellresolved, so they are individually addressable by choosing the appropriate
pump laser frequency.
For pump laser pulses that are linearly polarized parallel to the cavity axis,
the pump laser couples only to π transitions. Therefore we only find resonances when the atom starts in the |0i state and the pump laser is detuned
by ±∆B from the cavity. Indeed, resonances are found at −14 MHz, where
a transition from |0i to |+i is driven and σ − photons can be generated and
at +14 MHz where a transition from |0i to |−i is driven and σ + photons
can be generated. From the fact that no resonance is observed at zero pump
laser detuning, we can conclude that the polarization of the pump beam is
well defined, since otherwise cycling transitions would be induced there.
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Figure 3.11: Detection time distribution. Photon characteristics observed with
only one path to the NPBS open. (a) Pump pulse sequence. The first pulse labelled
ω+ has a detuning of ∆pc /2π = 28 MHz, the second (ω− ) ∆pc /2π = −28 MHz.
(b)/(c) Photon detection time distribution for σ + /σ − photons, showing they are
predominately detected during the corresponding ω+ /ω− pulses.

3.3.2

Experimental sequence

The positions of the Raman resonances have been determined experimentally and since they appear at the expected position, we could conclude that
the Raman processes are driven as predicted. But from the measurement
above no information is revealed over the polarization of the emitted photons. It is left to be shown, that the frequency of the pump laser pulse
determines the direction of the Raman process, and therefore the polarization of the emitted photons. To demonstrate this, the detection time
distribution of photons of the two circular polarizations is observed separately. Figure 3.11(a) shows the repeated sequence of pump laser pulses of
alternating frequency. The detunings of the pump pulses are chosen to be
∆pc = ±2∆B . The pulses are labelled ω+ and ω− indicating that the laser
frequency is such that a σ + or σ − photon should be emitted, respectively.
The envelope of the pump pulses follows an Ω0 sin2 (πt/tp ) function with
parameters (Ω0 /2π, tp ) = (24 MHz, 1.42 µs).
To be able to separately observe the two polarizations, the long fiber is
closed, and only photons passing through the short fiber are detected. By
rotating the wave plates after the cavity we can direct only σ + or only σ −
polarized photons into the short fiber. In figure 3.11(b) the wave plate is
oriented such that only σ + photons are detected, in figure 3.11(c) only σ − .
It can be clearly seen that the number of σ + photons generated during the
ω+ pulse is much larger (∼ 20 times) than during the ω− pulse. Similarly
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Figure 3.12: Autocorrelation of the photon stream. Measurement of the
intensity correlation between the two detectors (both polarizations are detected).
The missing peak at τ = 0 results from the single photon nature of the source.
Data are binned in 150 ns intervals.

for σ − photons, the number of detected photons during the ω− pulse is ∼ 30
times larger than during the ω+ pulse. In both cases approximately the
same number of atoms pass through the cavity and the total numbers of
detected photons are similar.

3.3.3

Photon statistics

To prove that only single photons are generated, an intensity correlation
measurement is performed. For this measurement photons of both polarizations have to be detected, so the wave plate after the cavity is oriented such
that the PBS acts as a 50:50 beam splitter for each polarization. Only the
short fiber is opened now and after the fiber the NPBS randomly distributes
the photons among the two avalanche photodiodes. Figure 3.12 shows the
number of coincidences in the two detectors recorded as a function of the
time delay τ between the detections. The comb-like structure reflects the
periodicity of the driving pump laser pulses, whereas the width of the comb
is a consequence of the limited interaction time of a falling atom with the
cavity mode. But the most interesting feature in the correlations is that the
peak at time τ = 0 is missing, proving that a single photon source has been
realized. The probability of obtaining multiple photons is 2.5% that of single photons. This includes the contributions related to dark counts and to
the fact that more than one atom could be present in the cavity. From the
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Figure 3.13: Arrival time distribution. Photon characteristics observed with
only one path to the beam splitter open. (a) Pump pulse sequence as in Fig. 3.11.
(b) Detection time distribution of all photons through the short fiber. (c) Detection
time distributions for photons conditioned on a detection during the previous pulse.
The probability of detecting a σ + photon after a σ − photon is much larger than
the probability of the opposite case.

correlation measurement, the atomic flux through the cavity can be deduced
(122; 118). In the measurement shown above, a flux of about 2 atoms/ms
has been found. That means most (93.2%) of the time the cavity is empty,
in about 6.5% of the time only one atom is found in the cavity and in 0.3%
of the time more than one atom is present in the cavity. Therefore, the
many-atom contribution is sufficiently small.
Another interesting feature in Fig. 3.12 is that the peaks at τ = ±1.42 µs are
at least 2.5 times higher than all the others. It seems that a pair of subsequent photons is more likely to be obtained than three or more photons in a
row. To understand this, the conditioned efficiencies have to be considered.

3.3.4

Conditioned efficiencies

A measure of the efficiency of the photon generation process can be obtained
by considering the probability for a photon emission given that a photon was
detected during the previous pump pulse. This condition ensures that an
atom is coupled to the cavity and that it is in the correct internal state
to emit a photon in the subsequent pulse. The measurement described in
subsection 3.3.3 has been analyzed in this sense. Hence, a click in one of
the detectors can be attributed with 67% probability to the presence of an
atom, which is deduced from the amount of background photons and of dark
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counts in both detectors.
In Fig. 3.13 (b) the detection time distribution is shown relative to the pump
pulse sequence (a), when 50% of each polarization is directed through the
short fiber. In (c) conditioned detection time distributions are presented:
Displayed are the detection time distributions of photons detected during
the ω+ pump pulse (t < 1.42 µs), given that a photon was detected during
the previous ω− pulse, and the detection time distributions of photons detected during the ω− pulse (t > 1.42 µs), given that a photon was detected
during the previous ω+ pulse. Immediately obvious is the large difference
in the number of these conditioned σ + and σ − photons. Taking into account the dark count rate and the overall photon detection efficiency, two
conditional probabilities for generating a photon inside the cavity are obtained: p(σ + |σ − ) = 41% for generating a σ + photon after a σ − photon, and
p(σ − |σ + ) = 13% for generating a σ − photon after a σ + photon.
The large difference in these conditional probabilities explains why in the autocorrelation in Fig. 3.12 the pair of peaks at ±1.42 µs are more pronounced
than the other peaks. The back and the forth process depend on each other.
For example, after generating a σ + /σ − photon, there is a 13%/41% probability to generate a σ − /σ + photon. In contrast, to generate another σ + /σ −
photon in the next but one pulse, a σ − /σ + photon must be emitted beforehand.
This asymmetry between the two polarizations occurs already in the simulations. But, the simulations that take the effect of additional levels into
account show an asymmetry in the opposite sense (see Fig. 3.4, vertical line
at F 0 = 1). As the atoms are not fixed in the cavity, the coupling of a given
atom to the cavity and pump laser cannot be specified, but are at most
Ω0 and gmax . However, for all reasonable coupling values σ − photons are
supposed to be produced with a higher efficiency than σ + photons, contrary
to the measurement.
In addition to the large difference between the conditional probabilities, the
envelopes of the two photons of different polarizations differ from each other
in the experiment (Fig. 3.11) and in the simulation. In the measurement, the
peak of the σ + envelope occurs earlier in the pump laser pulse than the peak
of the σ − envelope which is more symmetric and follows more the shape of
the pump pulse. This asymmetry is also visible in the simulations. Even
though the simulations shown in Fig. 3.5 were done at a different atom cavity
detuning where the efficiencies are equal, one can see that the envelopes are
not necessarily the same. For parameters used in the experiment this effect
is even more pronounced. There, the peak of the σ − photon occurs earlier
than the peak of the σ + photon with respect to the pump laser pulses.
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Experiment versus simulations

As discussed above, the results of the experiment and of the simulations
differ very much from another. We have put a large effort to find a systematic
error in the experiment or in the simulations. It was checked that the lasers
for stabilizing the cavity and for the pump pulses were running on the desired
frequencies. The definition of σ + or σ − polarization was done regarding the
polarization that was emitted from the atom when applying a ±2∆B detuned
pump laser pulse, respectively. The detection efficiency of the setup was
controlled to be the same for both polarizations. In a measurement where
the magnetic field was flipped to the opposite direction so that the |+i and
|−i levels are shifted in the opposite sense, inverted conditional efficiencies
have been observed: Now σ − photons are more efficiently generated than σ +
photons. Since the detection setup thereby had not been changed, it proves
that the different efficiencies are really related to the level scheme of 87 Rb
in the magnetic field. Also in the simulation, we could not find an error.
One can understand the result of the simulations qualitatively from the
signs of the Clebsch-Gordon coefficients. There seems to be an effect that
is not included in the simulations that leads to this experimental result.
Apart from the discrepancy to the simulations, we could experimentally
demonstrate a single photon source that emits single photons of well defined
polarization with a very high efficiency.

3.4

Time-resolved two-photon interference

Many quantum information processing (QIP) applications of a single-photon
source require indistinguishable photons (33; 80; 97; 98; 123). So far, only
the envelopes of the σ + and σ − photons have been regarded, Fig. 3.11 (b&c).
But the similarity in the envelopes does not tell anything about the spectral properties of the photons. To test for the indistinguishability of the
produced σ + and σ − photons a time-resolved two-photon interference experiment (36; 77; 124) has to be performed. Two photons that simultaneously enter different entrance ports of a 50:50 beam splitter will always leave
through the same output port if they are indistinguishable (35; 102; 103; 73).
The degree of indistinguishability is determined by measuring the number
of coincidences obtained when the photon pairs have parallel polarization
compared to the case when they have perpendicular polarization and are
thus completely distinguishable.
In this section, the basic idea of the time resolved two photon interference
is first reviewed briefly in subsection 3.4.1. Then in subsection 3.4.2 it is
discussed how the two photons are superimposed on the beam splitter. The
results of the two photon interference are shown in subsection 3.4.3 supplemented by a detailed discussion on the influence of the photon duration and
of the pump pulse peak Rabi frequency. The quantum beat experiment in
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Figure 3.14: Time-resolved two-photon interference. The two photons arrive
with no time delay (δτ = 0) on the beam splitter. In each output port a detector
can register a photon with a time resolution that is much faster than the photon
duration. The time between the two detections in the different outputs is τ .

subsection 3.4.4 demonstrates that not only the polarization, but also the
frequency of the emitted photons can be controlled.

3.4.1

Principle

A time-resolved two-photon interference is only possible when the photons
are long compared to the time resolution of the detectors and it can be measured at what time instants within the photon duration the clicks occur.
This allows now to investigate the two-photon interference as a function of
the detection time difference τ of the two photons instead of the time delay
between them δτ as in usual Hong-Ou-Mandel (HOM) experiments (35).
In our measurements, photons always arrive simultaneously on the beam
splitter - the time delay between them is δτ = 0. This corresponds to a
measurement at the bottom of the HOM dip.
The theory describing the time-resolved two-photon interference can be
found in detail in (36; 106; 124) and will only be described briefly here.
Let us assume two photons impinging simultaneously on a beam splitter
through the input ports A and B, as is shown in Fig. 3.14. The initial state
of the system is |Ψini i = |1A , 1B i. The detection process of the photons is
quantum mechanically described by annihilation operators. These annihilation operators in the output modes of the beam splitter C and D are linked
to corresponding annihilation operators in the two input ports of the beam
splitter:
âC

= âB + âA

(3.10)

âD = âB − âA ,
where âA and âB are operators that remove photons from inputs A and B
respectively.
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The detection of a single photon in detector C or D at time t0 that reveals
no which way information projects the system into a superposition state
√
|Ψ± (t0 )i = âC,D |1A , 1B i = (|1A , 0B i ± |0A , 1B i)/ 2
(3.11)
depending on which detector clicks. This superposition state now evolves in
time until the second photon is detected at a time t0 +τ . If the two photonic
modes A and B have a slightly different time evolution, the superposition
state will accumulate a relative phase ϕ(τ ). This can happen for example,
when the two photons have a frequency difference ∆: In this case the relative
phase will evolve as ϕ(τ ) = ∆ · τ and the new state reads
√
|Ψ± (t0 + τ )i = (|1A , 0B i ± eiϕ(τ ) |0A , 1B i)/ 2.
(3.12)
Since it depends on the phase ϕ(τ ) which detector clicks, this state can be
monitored by the subsequent photon detection. The probabilities that the
second photon is found in detector C or D are given by
hΨ± | â†C âC |Ψ± i
and

hΨ± | â†D âD

= 21 (1 ± cos ϕ(τ ))

(3.13)

|Ψ± i = 12 (1 ∓ cos ϕ(τ )).

In a photon correlation experiment this relative phase ϕ(τ ) can be observed
in the number of coincidences in detectors C and D as a function of the
detection time delay τ . A few examples for Gaussian shaped single-photon
wave-packets of duration δt (half-width at 1/e maximum, HW1/eM) are
shown in Fig. 3.15. As a reference the coincidene probability expected for
two completely distinguishable photons
1
2
2
P⊥ (τ ) = √ e−τ /T1
2 π

(3.14)

is shown in grey, e.g. for photons with perpendicular polarizations. The grey
peak has a width of T1 = δt (HW1/eM). For indistinguishable photons, the
two modes A and B experience the same time evolution and the relative
phase is zero for all detection time differences (ϕ(τ ) = 0). Therefore, from
Eq. (3.13) we conclude, that if the first photon has been detected in detector
C or D, then the second photon will always be detected in the same detector,
i.e. C or D, respectively. That means the coincidence probability is zero for
all τ . In contrast, when the two superimposed photons have a frequency
difference ∆ = 3π/δt an oscillation of the coincidence probability will be
observed with frequency ∆, see Fig. 3.15 (b). Note that the oscillation
always has a minimum at the center τ = 0, it follows from the relation
Pk (τ ) = P⊥ (τ ) · [1 − cos(∆ · τ )].

(3.15)

In Fig. 3.15 (c) and (d) examples are shown where the Fourier transformlimited single-photon wave-packets have a Gaussian distribution of their
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Figure 3.15: Calculated coincidence probability. As a reference the expected
signal for distinguishable photons with Gaussian envelopes of duration δt are shown
in grey. (a) For indistinguishable photons, the relative phase of the modes is always
zero, no coincidences occur, see red line. (b) If photons have a frequency difference
∆ = 3π/δt, then the coincidence probability oscillates with [1 − cos(∆ · τ )]. (c) A
jitter in the difference frequency with a width of δω = 4/δt leads to a dephasing
of the two photons. A dip of the width T2 = 2/δω occurs that reflects the mutual
coherence time of the two photons. (d) If photons have √
different midfrequencies
(∆ = 5π/δt) in addition to their frequency jitter (δω = 2 π/δt), the coincidence
probability oscillates within the dip. Note that at τ = 0 the coincidence probability
is always zero.

midfrequencies of width δω. In (c), both photons have the same midfrequency but it jitters with δω = 4/δt. Therefore, two photons meeting at the
beam splitter can have different frequency differences ∆(δω), and for each
frequency difference ∆(δω) one expects an oscillation as in (b). Integrated
over the frequency distribution, these oscillations wash out. However, a dip
in the center remains, since all the oscillations have a minimum in the center.
One finds a coincidence probability of
Pk (τ ) = P⊥ (τ ) · [1 − cos(∆ · τ )e−τ

2 /T 2
2

].

(3.16)

Here, the width of this dip T2 is defined as the mutual coherence time of the
photons T2 ≡ tcoh , which depends on the frequency jitter tcoh = 2/δω and describes the time after which their phase relation is random. In Fig. 3.15 (d),
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in addition to the frequency jitter δω = π/δt, the two photons also differ in
their midfrequencies ∆ = 5π/δt. In all cases, the coincidence probability is
zero around τ = 0.
Note that the same results in the coincidence probabilities as in Fig. 3.15 can
be obtained in a different model if we assume a jitter in the emission time distribution rather than in the frequency of the photons. Consider transformlimited Gaussian single-photon wave-packets with duration δt that have a
fixed midfrequency (δω = 0), so that their mutual coherence time should
be infinite, but their emission time distribution jitters with a Gaussian distribution of width ∆τ . Then, the width of the coincidence probability for
distinguishable
√ photons is not simply given by the duration of the photon
but by T1 = δt2 + ∆τ . For indistinguishable photons one finds that the
dip in Fig. 3.15 (c)+(d) has a width of T2 = T1 δt/∆τ depending on the
photon duration and the emission time jitter.
Here, in the time-resolved two-photon interference we define the two-photon
visibility V2ph as the reduction of the coincidence probability compared to
the case where the photons are completely distinguishable. The two-photon
visibility then reads
R
Pk (τ )dτ
V2ph = 1 − R
(3.17)
P⊥ (τ )dτ
and is equivalent to the reduction of the coincidence rate at δτ = 0 in an
usual HOM experiment.

3.4.2

Overlapping two photons on the beam splitter

With the 3 m and 270 m long fibers in the two output ports of the polarizing beam splitter (PBS) open (Fig. 3.7), pairs of subsequently generated
photons are superposed on a beam splitter. Since the photons have welldefined polarizations, they can be directed into either the long or the short
fiber using the wave plates behind the cavity and the PBS. In the following
paragraph it is discussed which photon should be send along which path to
maximize the number of two photon events. Afterwards it is explained how
a good temporal overlap of the two photons has been achieved.
Directing photons
The possibility to direct photons of opposite polarizations along different
paths using a polarizing beam splitter (PBS) is a useful tool as it allows
to optimize the number of coincidences. In a two-photon interference experiment, two subsequently emitted photons that are randomly distributed
between the two paths will meet in only 1/4 of the cases at the beam splitter (NPBS)(v.) . In a chain of photons the probability for each photon to
(v.)

In the other cases, (1) both photons take the short fiber, (2) both photons take the
long fiber, (3) the first photon takes the short path and the second photon the long path.
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Figure 3.16: Directing Photons through the long and short fiber: The
PBS acts as simple 50:50 beam splitter for both polarizations, (a) the photons are
randomly distributed among the fibers. (b) σ + photons are directed through the
long fiber and σ − through the short. (c) σ − photons are send through the long and
σ + through the short. About the same number of photons has been detected for
all the cases.

meet the previous (or subsequent) photon is 1/4, to meet the previous or
the subsequent is 1/2. But if one can direct subsequent photons of opposite
polarization, each photon will meet the previous or the subsequent photon
at the beam splitter. This method increases the overall efficiency by a factor
of two. One simply has to decide whether σ + or σ − polarized photons have
to take the long path. The opposite polarization will then automatically
be directed along the short path since a polarizing beam cube is used to
separate the polarizations.
At first thought, it appears equally efficient to send the σ + or the σ − photons through the long fiber, because in any case both photons are required,
so the generation probabilities just multiply. However, this is not the case
when there is a large difference in the conditional emission probabilities in
comparison to the overall emission of σ + and σ − photons. While the total
number of σ + and σ − photons is about the same (Fig. 3.13 (b)), the conditioned efficiencies differ (Fig. 3.13 (c)). Therefore it is preferred to use a
σ − photon as conditioning photon and produce a σ + photon with a high
conditional efficiency in the next pulse.
The experiment directly proves that this choice is advantageous as seen in
Fig. 3.16. With a wave plate behind the long fiber, the polarizations of the
two photons are chosen perpendicular to each other such that no interference
appears in this measurement. Similar to the measurement of the autocorrelation of the photon stream, the number of coincidences is observed as a
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function of the detection time delay between two photons. When the PBS
acts as a 50:50 beam splitter for σ + and σ − photons, they are randomly
distributed among the two fibers. Figure 3.16 (a) shows the result: Photons arrive at the same time, which constitutes in the peak that appears at
τ = 0. This peak in the center is about at the same height as the neighboring
peaks. In (b) σ + photons are sent through the long fiber and σ − photons
through the short fiber. Now every second peak is missing, since all photons
are always detected in every second shot only. The central peak has not
gained in height compared to the random splitting. In contrast, the peaks
at ±2.84 µs have risen by a factor of two. Part (c) shows the reversed case
where σ − photons are delayed and σ + photons are sent directly onto the
NPBS. Again every second peak is missing, but now the number of correlations in the central peak has risen by about a factor of three compared to the
other two cases. This difference reflects the strong asymmetry of the conditioned generation probabilities of p(σ + |σ − ) = 41% and p(σ + |σ − ) = 13%
in comparison to the overall emission probability of the photons which is
about equal. This demonstrates that skillfully directing the photons can
significantly raise the number of two photon events.
Timing the sequence
The attentive reader might have noticed, that the run-time difference of
the long to the short fiber of 1.34 µs, does not match the time separation
of the pump pulses which has been chosen to be 1.42 µs. The reason for
the choice of a larger separation of the pump pulses is that the midpoint
of the σ + photon comes earlier with respect to the pump pulse than the
midpoint of the σ − photon. As discussed before, it is advantageous to delay
the σ − photon to maximize the number of two photon events. Therefore,
to optimize the overlap of the pulse areas of the two photons the pump
pulse separation had to be lengthened. In a detection time distribution
measurement where only the long or the short fiber was opened the sequence
length has been adjusted. Figure 3.17 shows the resulting temporal overlap
of the two photons. This is what we considered as simultaneous arrival used
to proceed with the two-photon interference experiment.

3.4.3

Interference

Now both fibers are open and a wave plate at the exit of the long fiber is
used to set the relative polarization of the two photons. We count the number of coincidences as a function of the detection time difference, τ . The
measurement of photons of perpendicular polarization serves as a reference
such that measurements of parallel and perpendicular polarization can be
normalized to the number of coincidences in the peaks at ±2.8 µs.
A typical result is shown in Fig. 3.18. The curves represent the number
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Figure 3.17: Overlapping the photons in the temporal mode. The red
curve shows the detected photons which are send through the long fiber, i.e. the
σ − photons, whereas the blue curve shows the detected photons which are send
through the short fiber only, i.e. the σ + photons. The length of the pump pulse
sequence of 2.84 µs was chosen such that the midpoint of the photons arrive at the
same time.

of coincidences versus τ where the two photons have either parallel or perpendicular polarization at the beam splitter. The dip in the number of
coincidences for parallel polarizations around τ = 0 shows that the spatial
mode matching of the two interfering photons is good, with the minimum
of the dip being consistent with the measured single-photon interferometer visibility of 98%: The visibility is influenced by both the temporal and
spatial mode-matching of the two photons at the beam splitter. The combination of the interferometer visibility and the slightly non-identical photon
envelopes results in a maximum possible visibility Vmax = 94%, which would
be obtained for the interference of single-photon wave packets with identical
temporal evolution.
The two-photon interference visibility is calculated from Eq. (3.17) as V2ph =
1−(Cpar /Cperp ) = 0.77 where Cpar (Cperp ) is the total number of coincidences
for |τ | < tp when the photons hit the beam splitter with parallel (perpendicular) polarization, respectively. The same information can be obtained
from a standard Hong-Ou-Mandel measurement (35) without detection time
resolution from the minimum of the HOM-dip, but here, more information
about the photons is gained. The measurement for perpendicular polarization serves to deduce the time constant T1 = 0.18 µs from Eq. (3.14)
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Figure 3.18: Two-photon interference for pump pulses of tp = 0.71 µs and
Ω0 /2π = 12 MHz. Shown are the normalized number of coincidences as a function
of detection time delay τ . The peak area for parallel photons (yellow) is strongly
reduced compared to the peak area for perpendicular polarized photons (blue), the
two photon visibility is V = 77%. From the fits to the data (blue and red lines),
the time constants T1 and T2 are obtained.

and from the coincidence probability for parallel polarized photons one can
deduce the time constant T2 = 0.27 µs from Eq. (3.16). From the models
discussed in subsection 3.4.1 these values of T1 & T2 can lead to the conclusion that either the photon duration is δt = 0.18 µs and the photons have a
frequency jitter of δω = 2π · 1.2 MHz or the photons have only a duration
δt = 0.15 µs and their emission time jitters with ∆τ = 0.1 µs. From the
measurement result we can not decide which of the models applies to our
photons, most probably they will have both, and the values for frequency
jitter and emission time delay lie somewhere inbetween.
This visibility was measured for photons generated with a range of different peak Rabi frequencies Ω0 , and pulse lengths tp , the results of which are
shown in Fig. 3.19. The visibility increases with reduced Ω0 and shorter
pulse durations tp , with a maximum measured visibility of V2ph = 77% for
Ω0 /2π = 12 MHz and tp = 0.71 µs, see Fig. 3.18 for time resolution.
There are several processes that might affect the photon generation in a
way that would make the photons more distinguishable. As discussed before, the atom is more complex than a three-level system, with additional
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Figure 3.19: Exploring the parameter space: visibility and conditioned photongeneration efficiency as a function of pump laser peak Rabi frequency Ω0 and for
various pulse durations tp . The green/yellow symbols refer to the integrated visibility V of the two photon interference with different symbol shapes encoding different
pulse durations. V increases with lower Ω0 and shorter tp . The blue and red circles show the conditional probabilities p(σ + |σ − ) and p(σ − |σ + ), respectively, for
generating photons with a pulse duration tp = 1.42 µs.

levels in both the excited and ground states. Off-resonant transitions to
these levels lead to frequency broadening with increasing Rabi frequency. In
contrast, shorter photons show a better visibility as they have less time to
dephase (124). As expected and shown in Fig. 3.19, the conditional probabilities for generating a photon also change with the peak Rabi frequency
Ω0 and pump pulse duration tp . Unfortunately, conditions which lead to
higher visibilities result in lower probabilities for the generation of photon
pairs. This reduces the rate at which the source could be used in quantum
information processing applications. Of course, it is always possible to increase the visibility by post-selecting only those pairs of coincidences that
occur within the dip around τ = 0.

3.4.4

Quantum beat

We have seen that the properties of the generated photons are well controlled. The spatial mode of the photons is defined by the cavity mode and
the temporal mode by the shape of the pump laser pulses. In addition it is
also possible to control the frequency of the emitted photons to some extent.
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Figure 3.20: A quantum beat is observed for two photons that have different
frequencies (green). The results from a measurement with photons without frequency difference serve as a reference. The blue curve is measured with photons
of perpendicular polarization, the red curve for photons with parallel polarization.
Unfortunately in this measurement the second order visibility of the interferometer
is reduced caused by a dust particle on one of the mirrors.

Since the photons have to fit into the cavity, the accessible frequency range
lies within the cavity linewidth. To produce photons with a frequency difference ∆ the pump laser frequency for generating σ + and σ − photons must
be detuned by ±∆/2 from Raman resonance with the cavity. The frequency
of the photons is then defined by energy conservation rules. The initial and
final states are the Zeeman substates |F = 1, mF = ±1i. If a photon from
the pump laser is absorbed, and a photon is emitted into the cavity, this
photon has the energy
~ωphoton = E|initiali − E|f inali + ~ωpump .

(3.18)

The frequency of the cavity affects the frequency of the emitted photon only
in the sense that it will be very unlikely to emit a photon into the cavity
mode if the frequency of the photon is far detuned.
The frequency shift of the photons is observed in a time resolved two photon
interference experiment, where the frequency difference manifests itself in an
oscillation in the number of coincidences depending on the detection time
difference τ , (Eq. (3.13)). Here, we have chosen a frequency shift between
the photons of ∆ = 5.1 MHz. In Fig. 3.20 the result of the measurement is
shown. No frequency shift is applied to the photons for the blue points and
the orange points, which are shown as a reference. The lines are fits to the
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data. For the blue curve the polarizations of the photons are chosen to be
perpendicular to each other and hence no interference occurs, whereas in the
orange curve polarizations are chosen to be parallel. Unfortunately on the
day the measurement was taken, the interferometer had a strongly reduced
second order visibility(vi.) due to a dust particle on one of the mirrors in the
interferometer. Therefore the interference does not fully go down to zero
at the center. The green curve shows the interference pattern of photons
with a frequency difference. From a fit on the data we obtain a measured
frequency difference between the photons of 4.5 MHz. The time constants
T1 = 0.36 µs and T2 = 0.31 µs were already obtained from the fits to the
measurements without frequency difference between the two photons (blue
and orange curves), hence the only free parameter for the fit of the green
curve is the frequency difference between the photons. The reason for the
discrepancy of about 0.6 MHz between measured and induced frequency is
not clear. Nonetheless, it is shown that also frequency manipulation is
possible in this system.

3.5

Conclusion

In this chapter a scheme for the generation of polarization-controlled singlephotons was introduced. First simulations were presented that the implementation in with 87 Rb in our cavity setup should produce a stream of
photons of alternating polarization. Indeed the experiment has shown, that
we can control the polarization of the single photons. The single photon
source has reached an efficiency of more than 40% for the production of σ +
photons. In a time resolved two photon interference experiment we demonstrated that the emitted photons have a very good overlap and lead to a two
photon visibility of 77%. A systematic study of the parameter space showed
that shorter photons lead to a better two-photon visibility, whereas high
peak Rabi frequencies of the pump laser reduce the two-photon visibility.

(vi.)

The second-order visibility of the interferometer of only 0.9 was obtained from a fit
to the data for parallel polarized photons without frequency difference, orange curve in
Fig. 3.20.

Chapter 4

Atom-photon entanglement
and state mapping
This chapter describes the successful observation of atom-photon entanglement and subsequent state mapping. The triggered emission of a first
photon entangles the internal state of the atom and the polarization state
of the photon. In contrast to other experiments that observed atom-photon
entanglement (70; 72; 125), the atomic state is not examined by using a
shelving technique and detecting fluorescence photons. Instead, our scheme
maps the atomic state onto the state of a second single photon. Such a state
mapping is feasible since the atom-cavity system generates single photons
very efficiently in a well defined mode, which outside the cavity can easily
be coupled to an optical fiber and focused onto a detector. As a result of the
state mapping a pair of entangled photons is produced, one emitted after
the other into the same mode. The state of the two photons is analyzed
by polarization state tomography, which also probes the prior entanglement
between the atom and the first photon.
In this chapter, first, the principle of the scheme is explained in section 4.1.
Section 4.2 describes the experimental setup, followed by the presentation
and characterization of the experimental sequence (section 4.3). In section 4.4 the entanglement results are discussed. Lastly, the achievements of
this chapter are summarized made in a conclusion (section 4.5).

4.1

Scheme

The basic idea of the experimental scheme is explained in subsection 4.1.1,
followed by an extension of the description taking into account time dependent atomic or photonic states in subsection 4.1.2. How the entanglement
can be observed is discussed in subsection 4.1.3 and in subsection 4.1.4 different entanglement measures are introduced.
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Figure 4.1: Entanglement and state mapping. Together with the cavity, laser
pulses drive vacuum-stimulated Raman adiabatic passages, first (a) creating an
entanglement between the atom and the emitted photon, and then (b) mapping
the atomic state onto the polarization state of a second photon. After the pulse
sequence, entanglement is now shared between two flying photons, with the atom
disentangled.

4.1.1

Basic idea

The entanglement scheme is depicted in Fig. 4.1. A single 87 Rb atom is
coupled to an optical cavity and prepared in the |F = 2, mF = 0i state of the
5S1/2 ground level. With the cavity axis as quantization direction, the cavity
supports circularly polarized σ + and σ − polarization modes. A π-polarized
laser (resonant with the transition from F = 2 to F 0 = 1 of the excited 5P3/2
level) together with the cavity (resonant with the transition from F = 1 to
F 0 = 1) drives a vacuum-stimulated Raman adiabatic passage to the |F = 1i
state of the electronic ground level, see Fig. 4.1 (a). Two different paths are
possible, one to state |+1i ≡ |F = 1, mF = +1i resulting in the generation
of a σ − photon, and one to state |−1i ≡ |F = 1, mF = −1i resulting in the
generation of a σ + photon. After photon emission, the system is in the
entangled state
1
|Ψatom,photon1 i = √ ( +1, σ − − −1, σ + ),
2

(4.1)

where the coefficients of the superposition are defined by the transition amplitudes from the |F = 2, mF = 0i state to the |+1i and |−1i states, which
have the same value but opposite signs (121). To map the atomic state
onto a second photon a π-polarized laser resonant with the transition from
F = 1 to F 0 = 1 together with the cavity drives a second Raman adiabatic
passage, see Fig. 4.1 (b). The population in state |+1i is transferred to
|0i ≡ |F = 1, mF = 0i and a σ + photon is emitted, while the population
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in |−1i is also transferred to |0i, but in this case a σ − photon is emitted.
The atom-photon entanglement is therefore converted into a polarization
entanglement between two photons,
1
|Ψphoton2,photon1 i = √ ( σ + , σ − − σ − , σ + ),
2

(4.2)

while the atom is disentangled from the photons.
To observe the generated entanglement, the polarization state of the twophoton state has to be analyzed. Since the two photons in our scheme are
produced one after the other and they have never interacted, the entanglement between them can only arise from mediation by the atom inside the
cavity. This means that verifying the entanglement shared between the two
photons also probes the prior entanglement between the atom and the first
photon.

4.1.2

Time dependence of the entangled state

As mentioned above, the generated entanglement will be observed via a
polarization analysis of the two subsequently emitted photons. Typically,
the photons emitted from the atom-cavity system are relatively long singlephoton wave-packets with length δt controlled by the duration of the pump
laser pulses. They are produced one after the other and hence they will also
be detected one after the other. For example, with a polarization analyzer
placed behind the cavity, the polarization of the first photon is observed
at time t0 and the polarization of the second photon at time t0 + τ . This
measurement will only give a conclusive result for the two-photon state at
time t0 if neither the remaining atomic nor the photonic state changes after
the detection of the first photon during the time τ until the second photon
is detected. Such a change can happen when for example, the first detection
projects the atom into a superposition state where the two components have
different energies and thus evolve differently in time. Note that in this special
case the time evolution can be suppressed by detecting the two photons at
the same time (τ =0). This could be realized by delaying the first photon
using an optical fiber as was implemented in the experiment described in
chapter 3.
One important source causing a time evolution is a magnetic field. How it
influences the atomic and photonic state will be discussed in the following
paragraphs.
B-field parallel to the cavity
When applying a constant magnetic field B along the cavity axis, the degeneracy of the atomic states |+1i and |−1i is lifted by an amount −~∆B and
+~∆B , respectively. The value of the Zeeman shift ∆B is given in Eq. (3.1)
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Figure 4.2: Entanglement and state mapping in the presence of a magnetic field along the cavity. (a) Entangling and (b) mapping transition. The
atomic levels are shifted by the Zeeman effect and the emitted photons have different frequencies corresponding to their polarization. The levels are shifted opposite
to the frequencies of the photons. Hence, the entangled state is not influenced
because both product states contributing to the superposition have the same total
energy.

and is proportional to the magnetic field strength B. Our scheme then generates photons with frequencies linked to their polarizations, see Fig. 4.2.
Specifically, σ − photons have higher frequencies than σ + photons. Nonetheless, this has no consequence for the time evolution of the entangled state,
Eq. (4.1), since both parts of the superposition state have the same total
energy - the frequency difference of the photons matches the (frequency)
shift of the atomic states in such a way that they cancel each other. This
holds true after the mapping process, since in addition to the state of the
atom which is mapped onto the polarization of the second photon, the information about the energy of the atomic state is transferred onto the photon.
Again the σ − photons have higher frequencies than the σ + photons.
However, a frequency insensitive detection of the first photon at time t0 in
a basis consisting of a combination of σ + and σ − e.g. with linear diagonal
polarization |Di ≡ √12 (|σ + i + i |σ − i), projects the atomic state into a superposition of |+1i and |−1i. The energy difference of the atomic levels then
leads to a different time evolution of the two states. For instance, if the
photon is measured to be in state |Di, then the atom is projected into the
state
1
|Ψatom (t)i = √ (ei∆B t |+1i − ie−i∆B t |−1i).
(4.3)
2
Subsequent state mapping transfers this state into the photonic state
1
|Ψphoton2 (t)i = √ (ei∆B t σ + − ie−i∆B t σ − ),
2

(4.4)
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Figure 4.3: Calculated contrast CDA for photons pairs measured in the D/Abasis as a function of the time distance between entangling and mapping pulse ts
and the magnetic field strength B. Single photon wave-packets are considered to
have Gaussian shaped envelopes with δt = 0.3 µs (FWHM).

which continues rotating until the second photon is detected at a time t0 +τ .
The total rotation angle depends on the time separation between the two
photon detections τ and the Zeeman splitting ∆B . The time τ can be
influenced by adjusting the time separation between the entangling and the
mapping pulses ts . However, the photon wave-packets have a finite duration
of δt, and the measurement process will collapse these wave packets onto a
certain time instant which can not be controlled. Thus the detection time
delay can only be post-selected. Alternatively, for a given time separation
ts and a given photon duration δt, the time evolution can be set with the
magnetic field strength.
The state rotation can be observed in the contrast, which is defined as
CXY ≡ (P|XY i + P|Y Xi ) − (P|XXi + P|Y Y i ),

(4.5)

with P|XXi denoting the probability to detect both photons as X polarized
(and analogous for P|Y Y i etc.) in the X/Y-basis. In the diagonal/antidiagonal
basis (D/A-basis) one expects a cos (2∆B ts ) dependence in CDA as is shown
in Fig. 4.3, where the calculated contrast is plotted as a function of the
magnetic field B and the separation between entangling and mapping pulses
ts . It is considered that the single photon wave-packets have Gaussian en-
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velopes with δt = 0.3 µs (FWHW) duration. The oscillatory behavior of the
calculated contrast CDA with varying B-field is a manifestation of the phase
rotating at twice the Larmor frequency ∆B . For increasing field magnitude,
the envelope of the oscillation decreases due to the length of the singlephoton wave-packets δt - the time interval between two photon detections τ
covers a range of possible values and thus the superposition state can evolve
by differing amounts during these times.
B-field perpendicular to the cavity
When the magnetic field does not point along the cavity axis but is perpendicular to it, the description of the scheme gets more complex. If we
consider the quantization axis to be still along the cavity axis, which is convenient since the detection takes place along this axis, the atomic states
defined above are not stationary anymore but precess around the axis of the
magnetic field. Specifically, taking into account the rotation matrices (126)
one finds that population in |F = 1, mF = ±1i can be transferred into the
|F = 1, mF = 0i state, which is dark, so no second photons will be emitted. In addition, the state preparation by optical pumping would not work
efficiently, since the atoms in |F = 2, mF = 0i are redistributed among the
other Zeeman substates by Larmor precession. Therefore, the initial state
is not well defined and will lead to false first photon events. In an even
worse case the preparation of the initial state |F = 2, mF = 0i fails and the
state |F = 1, mF = 0i is populated accidentally, e.g. by a transition from
|F = 2, mF ± 1i to |F = 1, mF = 0i with a σ − /σ + photon emission. Then
the population of the |F = 1, mF = 0i state can be transferred to the other
mF states leading to false second photons. In all such cases, the population transfer takes place between the states with the Larmor frequency ∆.
Therefore the entanglement should be restored after a full rotation.
To summarize, while a magnetic field along the cavity axis can be used to
rotate the atomic state in a controlled way, magnetic fields perpendicular to
the cavity must be avoided since they vastly complicate the entanglement
scheme.

4.1.3

Observing entanglement

This subsection describes in detail how the entanglement of the polarization
states of two photons can be observed. Methods from experiments with
entangled photons from parametric down-conversion are adopted to our experiment (127; 128). The down-conversion community has dealt with such
problems for many years and they have developed techniques how to quantify the observed entanglement and investigated possible sources of errors.
As mentioned previously, one possibility is to make a full quantum state
tomography of the polarization state of the photon pair to reconstruct the
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Figure 4.4: Poincaré sphere: a point within the sphere represents the polarization
state of the light. The radius of the sphere is the total intensity I, the distance of
the point from the origin is the degree of polarization p.

density matrix of the two-photon state (129; 130). Other possibilities to
verify the entanglement are, for example, measuring non-classical correlations (131) in two different bases or demonstrating the violation of Bell
inequalities (132; 133; 134; 135). Performing a full quantum state tomography is a method that requires by far the most measuring time and effort,
but only this method will provide the observer with complete information
about the two-photon state. Therefore, it is the preferred method here.
The following paragraphs first give a definition of the polarization state of
a photon, and then focus on the problem of a polarization measurement
of a single photon. Afterwards the full characterization of the polarization
state of a single photon is explained, before the discussion is expanded to a
two-photon state.
Photon polarization
The polarization state of light can be described by a Stokes vector u ≡
1/S0 · [S1 , S2 , S3 ] which defines a point in the Poincaré sphere, see Fig. 4.4,
where
S0 = I

S1 = Ip cos 2ϑ cos 2ϕ

S2 = Ip sin 2ϑ cos 2ϕ

S3 = Ip sin 2ϕ

(4.6)

are the so-called Stokes parameters. The value I is the total intensity of the
light, and p is the degree of polarization, (0 ≤ p ≤ 1). For a single photon
the intensity is normalized (I = 1).
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Determining the polarization state of a single photon
A polarization measurement projects the photon state onto a certain preselected basis. If this basis is for example horizontal/vertical polarization
(H/V), a photon will always be detected with either horizontal or vertical
polarization. If its polarization is diagonal or circular, the outcome is horizontally or vertically with equal probability. The measurement only gives
a binary result and therefore only reveals partial information about the polarization state of the photon. To get more information about the photon
state, one needs more copies of that photon in order to perform multiple
measurements in different bases. The precision to which we can specify the
state is increasing as more measurements are made. Therefore the polarization state of a single photon can only be estimated from the result of many
measurements of an ensemble of identical copies of this photon with different polarizer settings. The Stokes parameters are linked directly to these
measurement results:
S0 = P|Hi + P|V i ,
S1 = P|Di − P|Ai = P √1

(|Hi+|V i)

− P √1

S2 = P|Li − P|Ri = P √1

(|Hi+i|V i)

− P √1

2

2

2

(|Hi−|V i)

2

(|Hi−i|V i)

S3 = P|Hi − P|V i ,

(4.7)

where P|Xi is the probability to detect the photon in state X. H/V represents horizontal/vertical polarization, D/A stands for diagonal/antidiagonal
polarization and L/R denotes left/right-handed circular polarization.
The state of the photon might not be in a pure state, so it has to be represented by density matrix,
3
1X
ρ̂ =
Si σ̂i .
(4.8)
2
i=0

The σi Pauli spin matrices are:


1 0
σ0 ≡
,
0 1


0 1
σ1 ≡
,
1 0


σ2 ≡

σ3 ≡

0 −i
i 0



1 0
0 −1



,
.

(4.9)

P3
2
By normalization S0 is always
set
equal
one.
For
pure
states
i=1 Si = 1;
P3
for completely mixed states i=1 Si 2 = 0.
From P|Xi +P|X⊥ i = 1, with X/X⊥ ∈ {H/V, D/A, R/L}, the relation P|Xi −
P|X⊥ i = 2P|Xi − 1 follows and the polarization state of an ensemble of single
photons can be determined in a set of four measurements: First, to normalize
the measurements the overall photon-rate n0 has to be measured. In the
following measurements, only H-, D- or R-polarized photons are measured
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during the same time interval with the help of wave plates and polarizers,
thereby fixing P|Xi = nX /n0 .
If instead of a simple polarizer, a polarization dependent beam splitter is
used, P|Xi and P|X⊥ i are measured simultaneously and the normalization
measurement is not needed. Then the measurement is more robust against
fluctuations in the photon rate.

Determining the polarization state of two photons
Again, the polarization state of two photons can only be evaluated from an
ensemble of identical photon pairs. The polarization state is represented by
density matrix
ρ̂ =

3
1 X
Si,j σ̂i ⊗ σˆj ,
4

(4.10)

i,j=0

where Si,j ≡ Si ⊗ Sj are the two-photon Stokes parameters, e.g. S1,3 =
(P|Di − P|Ai ) ⊗ (P|Hi − P|V i ) = P|DHi − P|DV i − P|AHi + P|AV i . To determine
all Si,j , the photons have to be measured in all combinations of combined
bases, resulting in 3 × 3 different settings of the measurement bases.
By definition the density matrix is a Hermitian matrix, so it is diagonalizable. In the diagonalized form the eigenvalues λi stand for probabilities to
detect the photon in the pure state the respective eigenvector represents.
Therefore, the eigenvalues must all be positive to represent a physical state.
If ρ̂ has negative eigenvalues, it is possible to find the most likely physical
state (128) leading to the measured data.

4.1.4

Entanglement measures for a pair of qubits

A pair of photons in a pure state is entangled, if the two photons are not
separable - if this state is unfactorizable. Examples of maximally entangled
pure states are the Bell states:
√
Φ+ ≡ (|HHi + |V V i)/ 2,
√
Φ− ≡ (|HHi − |V V i)/ 2,

√
Ψ+ ≡ (|HV i + |V Hi)/ 2,
√
Ψ− ≡ (|HV i − |V Hi)/ 2.

(4.11)

Mixed states are entangled, if they can not be represented as a mixture
of factorizable pure states. However, in order to determine the amount of
entanglement present in the system, we have to apply some entanglement
measure. In the following three of those entanglement measures are introduced.
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Fidelity
The fidelity is a measure of overlap between the observed density matrix ρ̂Ψ
and a reference ρ̂1 :
qp
p
F (ρ̂1 , ρ̂Ψ ) = (Tr{
ρ̂1 ρ̂Ψ ρ̂1 })2 .
(4.12)
The fidelity is not a direct measure for entanglement. It is only valid if the
density matrix ρ̂Ψ reconstructed from measured data is physical (127; 128).
If the referenced density matrix ρ̂1 represents a maximally entangled state, a
fidelity F ≥ 0.5 proves that entanglement is present (48), whereas a fidelity
F = 1 signals that the two states are identical.
Note that the fidelity depends on the state the reconstructed density matrix
is compared with. For example, the fidelity of two maximally entangled
states |Φ+ i and |Φ− i is zero, since they are orthogonal to each other.
Concurrence
In contrast to the fidelity, the concurrence is a direct measure of the nonclassical properties of the quantum state under observation. It was first
defined by Hill and Wootters (136; 137). For two qubits (127), first a nonHermitian matrix R̂ is defined by


0 0 0 −1
 0 0 1 0 

(4.13)
R̂ = ρ̂Σ̂ρ̂T Σ̂ with Σ̂ = 
 0 1 0 0 ,
−1 0 0 0
where ρ̂T is the transpose of ρ̂ and Σ̂ is the spin flip matrix. If the eigenvalues of R̂ are arranged in decreasing order, (r1 ≥ r2 ≥ r3 ≥ r4 ) then the
concurrence is defined as
√
√
√
√
C = Max{0, r1 − r2 − r3 − r4 }.

(4.14)

A value C > 0 proves that entanglement is present, the closer C is to 1, the
more entanglement is contained in the system under observation. C = 1
represents a maximally entangled state.
Entanglement of formation
Like the concurrence, the entanglement of formation (136; 137) is a direct
measure for entanglement. They are monotonically related to each other,
the entanglement of formation is calculated as
√
1 + 1 − C2
E = h(
)
(4.15)
2
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where h(x) = −x log2 x − (1 − x) log2 (1 − x). Again, the system under
observation is entangled if 0 < E ≤ 1, and E = 1 represents a maximally
entangled state (C = 1). The entanglement of formation “...is intended to
quantify the resources needed to create a given entangled state.” (137).

4.2

Setup

The setup of our experiment has been described previously in section 2.2.
The main parts of the setup have remained, changes had to be made on the
laser system, (subsection 4.2.1) and on the detection setup (subsection 4.2.2).
In addition to the moderate changes on the laser system, the whole detection
had to be rebuilt to enable the polarization analysis of the photons. All the
relevant experimental parameters are the same, i.e. the maximum atomcavity coupling constant gmax /2π = 3.1 MHz, the cavity-field decay rate
κ/2π = 1.25 MHz and the dipole decay rate of the atom γ/2π = 3.0 MHz
have not changed.

4.2.1

Laser system

The laser setup is very similar to the one used for the polarized singlephotons, (subsection 3.2.2). Again the DLX110 laser covers all frequencies
needed starting from the F = 2 ground state and the DL100 covers all
frequencies starting from F = 1 ground state. In Fig. 4.5 all laser beams
that are necessary to realize the scheme are drawn. In contrast to the scheme
for polarized photons where the pump laser only came from the DL100, here
the entangling beam is derived from the DLX110 and the mapping beam
from the DL100. In addition, repump and optical pumping beams also have
to be sent to the cavity. Hence, four beams have to be superimposed before
they are delivered through the same fiber to the cavity to illuminate the
atoms from the side. All of these beams are polarized linearly along the
cavity axis.

4.2.2

Detection setup

The detection setup is depicted in Fig. 4.6. To explain each element in the
setup, the path of a photon emerging from the cavity through the detection
setup to the detector is tracked chronologically.
Rotate σ + /σ − polarization into H/V polarization
Photons emitted from the cavity are circularly polarized, however, we choose
to rotate them into the linear horizontal/vertical (H/V) basis. This has the
simple reason that historically the λ/4 and λ/2 wave plates to do so were
already adjusted from the experiment with the polarized single photons,
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Figure 4.5: Overview of the laser system. The two diode lasers provide all
beams necessary for the scheme. All beams that are applied on the atoms while in
the cavity are superimposed on beam splitters and sent to the experiment through
only one fiber. More details are given in the text.

(see subsection 3.2.4). Also, the H/V basis is the canonically used when
discussing states of photons. The two wave plates not only change the basis
from circular to linear, they also compensate for birefringence in the windows
of our vacuum chamber and for polarization rotations from mirrors in the
optical path.
Single mode fiber and fiber polarization control
To guide the photons towards the detection setup, a single-mode optical
fiber is used. A polarization maintaining (PM) single mode optical fiber is
not suitable since it typically has different refraction indices along its fast
and slow axis (138). This means that a photon with polarization components along both axes (as we expect to generate) is not maintained because
of a relative phase shift along the two axes. Additionally, due to the different refraction indices along the two axes the polarization of the output of
a PM fiber is very sensitive to temperature fluctuations. Such fluctuations
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Figure 4.6: Detection setup. Behind the cavity the polarization of the emitted
σ + /σ − photons is rotated to linear horizontal/vertical (H/V). The photons are
then directed through a single-mode optical fiber (with fiber polarization controller
FPC) towards the detection area. There they are randomly distributed with a
non-polarizing beam splitter (NPBS) towards two detection setups (basis A/B)
for measurements in different polarization bases. Phase plates (ϕ-plate) correct
for possible phase shifts in the NPBS. Single photons are detected with avalanche
photodiodes (APDs).

will lead to different variations in the optical path length along these two
axes resulting in phase fluctuations between the two polarization components and makes polarization controllability very difficult. In contrast, a
non-polarization maintaining single mode fiber is made from isotropic material and therefore temperature fluctuations should influence both axes the
same.
Stress induced by bending the fiber change the outcoming polarization. To
keep this constant, the fiber is fixed on the table. The residual stress induced
polarization rotation is therefore constant and can be corrected with a set
of wave plates forming the fiber polarization control (FPC). A combination
of λ/4, λ/2 and λ/4 plates in the appropriate settings correct for any polarization change. This is tested by the correct transmission of H/V-polarized
light and of light polarized in a direction that has both H and V polarization
components. Only then can one be sure that the phase shift induced by the
fiber is also compensated and all polarizations are preserved.
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Non-polarizing beam splitter

The non-polarizing beam-splitter (NPBS) is the heart of the detection setup.
As in the setup with the polarized single photons described before in subsection 3.2.4, it allows us to do a Hanbury Brown & Twiss measurement, or
to superimpose photons coming from different fibers, maybe even from different atom-cavity systems. Here, it is used to direct the photons emerging
from the cavity randomly towards two polarization analyzing setups. This
enables the measurement of subsequent photons in different bases making a
full quantum state tomography possible.
In contrast to downconversion experiments, the photons are separated in
time, so that they can be distinguished by their arrival times even if they
are emitted in the same spatial mode and are detected by one and the same
detector. This enables us to measure in four different bases at once with
only one combination of wave plate settings in basis A and B: Both photons
could be directed towards basis A, both to basis B, the first photon to A
and the second to B, or the first photon to B and the second to A. Hence,
with appropriate settings of the wave-plates, only three different settings
are sufficient to get all the necessary information for reconstructing the density matrix. These three settings are: First, one of the setups measures in
horizontal/vertical (H/V) basis, the other one in the diagonal/antidiagonal
(D/A) basis; second, one setup in H/V-basis, the other one in right-/leftcircular (R/L) basis; third, one setup in D/A, the other in R/L.
Even though three measurement settings are sufficient, it is sometimes useful to do the measurement with more than just these settings. For example,
in a measurement with 16 different wave plate settings one mimics the case
where only one detector is present in each output port of the NPBS. This
measurement can be used to gain information about the relative quantum
efficiencies of the detectors (125). In the following measurements with fewer
settings, this information can be used to correct for eventual unbalanced
quantum efficiencies of the detectors. On the other hand, adjusting the
wave plates by hand is also a source of imprecisions and systematic errors.
Therefore it is advantageous to rotate them only when necessary.
Since the NPBS induces a phase shift between the horizontal and vertical
polarization components, it has to be corrected with a birefringent material
like a birefringent crystal acting as a phase plate (ϕ-plate). Here, a multiorder wave-plate was used for this purpose. To do so, first the axes of
the crystal are aligned with respect to the horizontal and vertical, so that
the polarization of the H and V do not change. Then it is tilted such that
also the D/A component is conserved. This has to be done for the reflected
and transmitted part of the light separately, since the phase shift will be
different for each.
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λ/4
0◦
0◦
45◦

λ/2
0◦
22.5◦
22.5◦

transmitted
H
R
D

reflected
V
L
A

Table 4.1: Transmitted and reflected polarization components for different setting
of the wave plates in each of the polarization analyzing setups.

Polarization analyzing setup
As discussed in subsection 4.1.3, the setup for polarization measurements
consists of a λ/4 and a λ/2 wave plate to adjust the measurement basis, a
polarizing beam splitter (PBS) and one detector in each output port of the
PBS. For defined positions of the wave plates, certain measurement bases are
chosen. For both wave plates at 0◦ (the fast axis vertical), the wave plates
do not rotate the measurement basis and H-polarized light is transmitted
through the PBS, whereas V-polarized light is reflected. Table 4.1 shows the
appropriate wave plate settings for measurements in the D/A or L/R-basis.
To detect the photons, avalanche photodiodes (APDs) of the type SPCMAQR-16 are used as in the experiment with the polarized photons. The
four APDs build in the setup have an average quantum efficiencies of about
45%.
Detection efficiency
The coupling into and the transmission through the optical fiber is 72%.
The NPBS and each of the PBSs have about 2% losses, whereas losses from
all other optical elements are negligible. With the quantum efficiency of the
avalanche photodiodes of 45% this leads to an overall detection efficiency for
photons emitted from the cavity of 31%. Compared to single photon sources
with atoms in free space (70; 71; 72; 73), where the detection efficiency is
about 10−3 this is an improvement of two orders of magnitude.
Data acquisition
Since in this experiment four detectors are used, all inputs of the FAST
ComTec P7888 data acquisition card are used for data inputs and no channel is free to record the timing information as it has been done for the
polarized photons (subsection 3.2.4). Therefore the timing information is
added electronically onto one of the input channels. The trigger for the timing is shaped such that it can be well discriminated from the signal resulting
from the photons detected with the APDs. The APDs that were used have
typically a dead-time of ∼ 60 ns after a photo-detection. This means that
two photons cannot be detected with the same detector if their separation in
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time is smaller and hence an APD never sends a second signal pulse sooner
than this dead-time. To set the timing information, in each sequence of
optical pumping, entangling and mapping pulses, a signal consisting of two
20 ns long TTL pulses with a separation of only 20 ns is added onto one
channel. This signal is filtered from the photons by the evaluation software,
which otherwise deduces all correlations between first and second photon in
all detectors.

4.3

Sequence

During the pump-pulse sequence, the atoms are first prepared in the desired
initial state, and then the entanglement and the mapping laser pulses are
applied. The pump-pulse sequence is drawn in Fig. 4.7. In the following
subsections (4.3.1 and 4.3.2) details about the pump pulses are given. In
the detection time distribution measurement discussed in subsection 4.3.3,
it is shown that the experiment is running as expected. Then a correlation
measurement (subsection 4.3.4) demonstrates that only single photons are
emitted during entangling and mapping pulses. The efficiency of the scheme
is determined from the conditioned efficiencies described in subsection 4.3.5.
Note that for the experimental results shown in this section, the magnetic
field inside the cavity needs to be compensated, as will be described in
subsection 4.4.1.

4.3.1

Preparing the atoms

Preparation of the initial state |F = 2, mF = 0i ≡ |2, 0i is achieved by optical pumping with a π-polarized laser resonant with the transition from
F = 2 to the excited F 0 = 2 level, see Fig. 4.7. Since the transition from
state |2, 0i to state |F 0 = 2, mF 0 = 0i is forbidden, |2, 0i is a dark state. To
avoid pumping into the F=1 ground level, an additional laser couples the
F = 1 and F 0 = 2 levels. When writing this thesis we noticed that in
this configuration one might have the problem of coherent population trapping (139; 140; 141), but both lasers are applied simultaneously for 2.8 µs
and have constant Rabi frequencies of about Ω/2π = 22 MHz (F = 2 to
F 0 = 2) and Ω/2π = 28 MHz (F = 1 to F 0 = 2), respectively.
Note that failure of the optical pumping does not reduce the measured entanglement fidelity. This is because our protocol described in subsection 4.1.1
guarantees that an atom in a wrong initial state can only emit a photon in
either the first or the second pulse, but never in both. For example, if the
atom is accidently pumped into state |F = 2, mF = ±1i, the atom-cavity
system can emit a first photon. Thereby the atom is transferred into state
|F = 1, mF = 0i, which is a dark state for a transition from F = 1 to F 0 = 1
and no second photon can be produced. After false preparation in the states
|F = 2, mF = ±2i or in F = 1, not even a first photon can be emitted from
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Figure 4.7: Experimental sequence. Laser-pulse sequence and the arrival-time
distribution of the photons. The atom is prepared by optical pumping. Then a laser
pulse entangles the atom and the first photon. After a time delay ts , a second laser
pulse maps the atomic state onto a second photon. As shown in the arrival time
distribution, the duration of the photon wave packets produced by the adiabatic
passage technique is about 300 ns (FWHM). The time windows considered in the
evaluation procedure are also shown.

the system.
Of course, a good probability of preparation in the favored state is essential
for driving the scheme efficiently, because only then a pair of entangled photons is emitted. To experimentally determine how long the optical pumping
takes, a measurement was done where the optical pumping duration was
varied. In Fig. 4.8 the number of photon pairs per number of MOTs (triangles) and per number of first photons (circles) is plotted against the duration
of the optical pump pulse. Both numbers are important. The number of
photon pairs per MOT monitors the overall rate of photons which reflects
the measuring time needed, whereas the number of pairs per 1st photon is
a measure how efficiently the scheme works and how well the atom is prepared in state |2, 0i. Both signals increase for longer pump pulse duration,
but saturate after about 2.8 µs (dashed vertical line) which therefore is a
good compromise for the duration of the optical pumping to get as many
pairs as possible in a preferably short sequence.
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Figure 4.8: Number of photon pairs versus optical pump duration. To
determine the ideal optical pump pulse duration, the number of photon pairs per
number of MOTs and per number of first photons is investigated. After a duration
of more than 2.8 µs the number of pairs saturate, which is therefore a good compromise for the duration of the optical pumping to get as many pairs as possible.

4.3.2

Entangling and mapping pulses

The laser pulses used for entangling and mapping have a sin2 (ωt/tp ) time
dependence with duration tp = 1.1 µs and their peak Rabi frequency is about
Ω/2π = 9 MHz. Note that to ensure equal Rabi frequencies, the illuminated
power of entangling and mapping pulses have to be very different because
the relative strength of the transitions are unequal. The entangling laser is
acting on a transition with a strength of only 4/60 whereas the mapping
laser is acting on a transition with a strength of 25/60, see Appendix A.
The values for these peak Rabi frequencies were set experimentally from
measurements of the contrast CHV , Eq. (4.5), which for an ideal Ψ− state
would have a value of +1. In Fig. 4.9 the contrast CHV is shown as a function of the peak Rabi frequency of the entangling (dark dots) and of the
mapping pulse (light triangles). For increasing Rabi frequencies the contrast reduces for both. The main reason for this decrease is the increasing
probability to emit two photons during the same pump pulse. For the mapping pulse this can be explained by the fact that once the atom is in the
state |F = 1, mF = 0i (either after the successful entangling and mapping
or after a wrong entangling photon) it can undergo a transition via F 0 = 0.
Indeed, F 0 = 0 is far (72 MHz) from the F 0 = 1 state, but the mapping laser
and cavity are on Raman resonance. For high Rabi frequencies this possi-
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Figure 4.9: Contrast in HV-basis versus pump pulse Rabi frequency. As
shown, the contrast CHV reduces for increasing peak Rabi frequencies for both
entangling and mapping pulses.

ble transition becomes problematic and the probability of getting a second
photon per mapping pulse increases.
Another explanation could be that the polarization of the pump pulses is
not pure, so that by increasing the pump laser Rabi frequency, σ ± transitions could also be driven. This would lead to false photon events in both
entangling and mapping pulses reducing the contrast CHV .

4.3.3

Arrival time distribution

To show that the sequence is running properly, the arrival time distribution
is deduced from the measured photon stream. As can be seen in Fig. 4.7,
almost no photons are detected during the optical pumping since both lasers
drive transitions to F 0 = 2 and the cavity is on the F = 1 to F 0 = 1 transition. The constant signal observed during that time can be attributed to
dark counts and a few background photons. Only during the entangling and
mapping pulses are photons detected. Both photons approximately follow
the envelope of the pump pulses and have a duration of 300 ns (FWHM).
Even though the entangling and mapping pulses have the same Rabi frequency, more photons are detected during the entangling pulse. The reason
for this is that the atoms are initially prepared in the F = 2 ground state
during optical pumping, and a photon generation during the mapping pulse
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is only possible when the atom is in the F = 1 ground state. With a good
state preparation, an emission during the mapping pulse can only happen
after a successful first emission during the entangling pulse. Only if the
state preparation fails and the atom ends up in one of the |F = 1, mF = ±1i
states, an emission during the mapping pulse could happen without previous
emission during the entangling pulse.
The entangling and mapping pulses are temporally well separated from each
other by an adjustable time interval ts so that the detected photons can
clearly be assigned to the first or the second laser pulse. Figure 4.7 also
displays the time windows considered for the evaluation of the polarization
state of the photons.

4.3.4

Source of single photons

One essential requirement to make the scheme work is that the atom-cavity
system acts like a real single-photon source during the entanglement and
mapping pulses. Therefore, a Hanbury Brown & Twiss measurement proves
that only single photons emerge from the cavity (see subsection 3.3.3). This
is done by calculating the correlations between photon detections in basis
A and in basis B without taking notice of their polarization. The signals of
the two APDs in basis A (and in basis B) are simply added. The resulting
correlation function is shown in Fig. 4.10. Compared with Fig. 3.12, it
again shows a Gaussian envelope that reflects the atom cavity interaction
time and a comb-like structure. Here, each comb-line consists of a group of
three peaks which results from correlations between two pairs of photons(i.) .
The most important information obtained from this measurement is that the
peak in the center is largely suppressed, showing that only single photons
are emitted. The remaining peak at τ = 0 has about the same height as
the peaks at large detection time differences (τ > 40 µs), therefore it can
mostly be attributed to other atoms passing through the cavity at the same
time (122). To assure that the peak in the center is small, first, the atom
flux through the cavity has to be set low enough that the probability to have
two atoms in the cavity at the same time is very low; second the probability
for an atom to emit two photons during the same pump pulse needs to be
negligible.
The atom flux through the cavity
Similar to subsection 2.3.2, the atom flux can be adjusted by the loading
time of the MOT and by the detuning of the MOT cooling laser during
(i.)
Since the sequence is repeated every 6 µs, correlations between photons from subsequent entangling laser pulses as well as from subsequent mapping laser pulses appear at
this detection time delay. At τ = 6 µs ∓ ts correlations between photons emitted during
the mapping laser (entangling laser) and during the subsequent entangling laser (mapping
laser) are expected, respectively.
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Figure 4.10: The autocorrelation of the photon stream is evaluated in a
configuration that mimics a Hanbury Brown & Twiss setup. The most important
feature here is that the probability of getting two clicks at the same time (τ = 0)
is very small. Hence, single-photons are emitted from the system.

the optical molasses after switching off the magnetic quadrupole field. The
MOT loading time affects the number of atoms in the atomic cloud, whereas
the detuning of the cooling laser determines the temperature of the atomic
cloud and therefore its expansion when the cloud falls through the cavity
mode. From the correlation measurement shown in Fig. 4.10, the atomic
flux can be estimated using the total number of correlations. Multiple atom
contributions and the number of background detections can also be estimated; for details see (122). Here, the atomic flux of about 2.2 atoms/ms is
so low, that the probability to find more than one atom during the transit
time of 35 µs inside the cavity is only 0.4%. Most of the time (92.6%) the
cavity is empty and in 7.0% exactly one atom is present.
Probability to detect two photons per pulse
From the autocorrelation measurement of the photon stream in Fig. 4.10
one can deduce the probability to get two photons per pump pulse. This
probability depends on the Rabi frequencies of the entangling and mapping
laser. With increasing pump laser power, especially for the mapping laser,
the probability to find a second photon in the same pump pulse increases.
This can be explained by the fact that during the entangling pulse, the atom
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undergoes a transition from one hyperfine ground state to the other, whereas
the mapping laser induces transitions between Zeeman sublevels of one and
the same hyperfine level. In the first case the system is out of resonance
when the photon has left the cavity. This is not the case when pump laser
and cavity have the same frequency as in the second case, where mapping
laser and cavity are both resonant to the transition from F = 1 to F 0 = 1.
Then cavity and mapping laser are always in Raman resonance, which could
lead to a transition via the F 0 = 0 level which is about 72 MHz apart. Or a
small polarization deviation of the linear polarization of the pump laser can
induce transitions between state |0i and |F 0 = 1, mF = ±1i. By choosing a
deliberately low mapping pulse Rabi frequency, both problems can be largely
suppressed.
As a result, for the conditions chosen in the later measurements, where the
peak Rabi frequencies of entangling and mapping laser are about Ω/2π =
9 MHz (subsection 4.3.2), we observe a second photon in the same pulse
after detecting a first photon with a probability of only 0.6%.

4.3.5

Efficiency of the process

The efficiency of entangling and mapping process has to be calculated conditioned on a first photon detection, since we never know if there is an atom
inside the cavity, see subsection 3.3.4: After a first photo-detection occurs
during the entangling pulse, we know from the ratio between signal clicks to
background clicks that an atom is present in the cavity with a probability
of 93%. After this trigger event, the number of photons is counted for the
subsequent entangling or mapping pulse. The population in the F = 2 hyperfine ground state is ideally restored during the state preparation, whereas
a photon during the mapping laser pulse only occurs after previous emission
of a photon in the entangling laser pulse. Therefore, we only condition on
a detection during the entangling laser pulse. The efficiency of an emission
during the entangling laser pulse conditioned on a photon detection during
the previous entangling pulse is 14.8%. The efficiency of emitting a photon
during the mapping pulse conditioned on a detection during the preceding
entangling pulse is found to be 8.8%.
As a result, the overall probability for an emission of a photon pair is 1.3%
when an atom is present inside the cavity. This efficiency includes random
positions of the atom in the cavity mode and hence random atom-cavity coupling constants. Therefore, this number is a lower limit for the expectation
of the efficiency one could get with a deterministically coupled atom.

4.4

Results

In the previous section it was shown, that the atom-cavity system emits
pairs of single photons in the entangling and mapping pulses. Here, the
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entanglement between the photon pair is observed by a polarization analysis
of the two photons, also proving the successful state mapping from the atom
onto the photon and the prior atom-photon entanglement. But first, the
magnetic field has to be compensated. In subsection 4.4.1, it is described
how the magnetic field perpendicular to the cavity axis is compensated.
The magnetic field along the cavity axis is then used to change the phase
of the atomic superposition state. In subsection 4.4.2 a full quantum state
tomography is presented. Finally, the coherence properties of the generated
superposition state of the atom are discussed in 4.4.3.

4.4.1

Compensating the magnetic field

As discussed in subsection 4.1.2, a magnetic field along the cavity can be
used to rotate the atomic state in a controlled way between the two photon
detections, whereas a magnetic field perpendicular to the cavity axis leads
to a mixture of the atomic Zeeman substates which may result in wrong
second photon emission. Therefore the magnetic field perpendicular to the
cavity must be compensated.
Magnetic fields perpendicular to cavity axis
To compensate the magnetic field perpendicular to the cavity axis the contrast CHV given in Eq. (4.5) is measured as a function of the magnetic field.
Remember that behind the cavity, the σ ± polarized photons are rotated
into H/V polarization. Therefore, measuring in the H/V basis is not phase
sensitive, and we observe the number of correlations between the photon
polarizations in this unrotated basis. The magnetic field is varied with the
current in the large coils in Helmholtz configuration surrounding the whole
experimental setup, which were build to compensate the earth magnetic
field (142). In Fig. 4.12, the contrast CHV is plotted against the current
in the compensation coils for the vertical (z) and the horizontal (x) B-field
components. The magnetic field in the center of the coils is calculated from
the current to be 370 mG/A. As described in subsection 4.1.2, the contrast
reduces when a magnetic field is present, so that the point of zero magnetic
field can be attributed to the maximal contrast. The uncertainty of the
position of maximal contrast is about 0.01 A in the current running through
the coils, which leads to an accuracy of the magnetic field compensation of
about 4 mG. In the following experiments the currents in the coils were set
such that the magnetic field perpendicular to the cavity axis is compensated.
Magnetic field along the cavity axis
Analogous to the discussion in subsection 4.1.2 with a magnetic field along
the cavity axis, a frequency insensitive detection after the fiber of the first
photon with, e.g. right circular polarization |Ri ≡ √12 (|Hi − i |V i), projects
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Figure 4.11: Compensating the magnetic field perpendicular to the cavity
axis, (a) along the z-axis and (b) along the x-axis. The contrast in the HV-basis
CHV is plotted against the current in the compensation coils. The corresponding
magnetic field amplitude is calculated, whereas the zero field is attributed to the
maximal contrast derived from a Gauss fit. Time distance between the entangling
and mapping pulse is ts = 1.3 µs.

the atomic state into a superposition of |+1i and |−1i with equal amplitudes.
The Zeeman splitting of the atomic levels then leads to a relative phase shift
of these states, see Eq. (4.3). Subsequent state mapping transfers this onto
the photonic state (Eq. (4.4)) which continues rotating until the second
photon is detected. The total rotation angle depends on the time difference
between the two photon detections τ which in the experiment can only be
adjusted to some extent because of the finite duration of the photons δt.
Partially, τ can be controlled by the separation between entangling and
mapping pulses ts (Fig. 4.3). Alternatively, for a given time separation,
ts , the time evolution of the superposition state can be adjusted by the
magnetic field strength as it is shown in Fig. 4.12. There, the contrast
CRL is shown as a function of the current in the Helmholtz coils in the
direction of the cavity. This measurement was done for different two time
separations between entangling and mapping pulse: ts = 1.3 µs and ts =
2.8 µs. One expects a cos (2∆ts ) dependence. The oscillatory behavior is
a manifestation of the phase rotating at twice the Larmor frequency. For
increasing field magnitude, the envelope of the oscillation decreases. This
is due to the envelope of the long photon wave packets produced in our
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Figure 4.12: Atomic state rotation. After detecting a first photon in the R/L
basis the atom is projected into a superposition state that is time dependent when
a magnetic field along the cavity is applied. Displayed is the contrast CRL as a
function of the applied current in the compensation coils in y-direction. In (a)
the time distance between entangling and mapping pulse was ts = 1.3 µs in (b)
ts = 2.8 µs. A model described in the text fits the data nicely.

scheme, see Fig. 4.7. As a result, there is a range of possible time intervals
between two photon detections and thus phases of the superposition: The
average over this range of phases reduces the contrast for larger magnetic
fields. Therefore, the maximum of the envelope is at zero magnetic field.
This is supported by the fact that both curves for ts = 1.3 µs and ts =
2.8 µs have their center at the same current of the coils. They both show a
coinciding maximal contrast, which is the point where the phase evolution
starts. Together both measurements are nicely fit by the theory described in
subsection 4.1.2. Here, only cuts through the planes of interest at ts = 1.3 µs
and ts = 2.8 µs are shown, not the whole 3D-plot shown in Fig. 4.3. The
single-photon wave-packets were assumed to have a Gaussian envelope with
duration 300 ns (FWHM), and the only free parameters are the conversion of
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Figure 4.13: Density matrix of the measured two-photon polarization
state. (a) shows the real and (b) the imaginary part of the density matrix deduced by state tomography of the two photons emitted one after the other from
the atom-cavity system.

current into magnetic field strength, which is 360 mG/A in good agreement
with (142) and the offset current for the zero magnetic field point.
In principle one could post-select two photon events with a well defined
detection time delay τ from the data. Then no decrease in the contrast
should be visible for increasing magnetic field strength B. However, this
would require a lot more data than the measurement shown here.

4.4.2

State tomography

Once the parameters such as pump laser Rabi frequencies and magnetic
field have been optimized using techniques sensitive to the entanglement,
the density matrix of the two photons is obtained via state tomography.
Zero magnetic field
The density matrix of the entangled state given in Eq. (4.2) is obtained from
a full quantum state tomography for zero magnetic field. In this case no time
evolution occurs between the two photon detections. Figure 4.13 shows the
measured density matrix reconstructed from the two-photon Stokes parameters, determined by measuring two-photon events in the four detectors. The
measurement was done with nine different settings of wave plates and about
2200 events were accumulated per setting. The resulting density matrix
(see appendix B.1) has only positive eigenvalues and therefore represents a
physically possible state. Its fidelity with respect to the expected Bell state,
|Ψ− i of Eq. (4.2), is F = 86.0(4)%. From the density matrix we also derive
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Figure 4.14: Density matrix of the measured two-photon polarization state
with magnetic field B = −0.13 G. The outcome of a state tomography measurement of the two photons emitted one after the other from the atom-cavity system.

a concurrence Eq. (4.14) of C = 0.73(7) and an entanglement of formation
Eq. (4.15) of E = 0.63(9). Due to technical imperfections, (polarizers in
the detection setups, etc.) the observed entanglement measures set a lower
bound for the entanglement achieved at the cavity output.
Non-zero magnetic field along the cavity axis
Similar measurements were done with a magnetic field along the cavity axis
of B = −0.13 G and a separation between entangling and mapping pulses of
ts = 2.8 µs. For these parameters, as one can read off Fig. 4.12, the atomic
superposition state accumulates a relative phase shift of the components of
π. Therefore, a density matrix corresponding to the Bell state |Ψ+ i, see
Eq. (4.11), is expected. This is indeed observed in a measurement with six
different wave plate settings and about 1800 events/setting. The experimental data shown in Figure 4.14 exhibit a fidelity of 82.9(6)% with respect to
|Ψ+ i, a concurrence of C = 0.72(13) and an entanglement of formation of
E = 0.62(16). (See also appendix B.2.) Note that the state evolves between
the two photon detections due to the constant magnetic field and therefore
the |Ψ+ i state actually never existed. As discussed in subsection 4.1.2, if
the two photons are detected at the same time, e.g. by implementing a delay
line, one would always observe a |Ψ− i state.
Discussion
Both state tomographies show that our system is clearly entangled. The degree of the entanglement is similar to the results obtained by other groups
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(70; 72; 125) that observed entanglement between an atom and a photon.
Different to other experiment, where the state of the atom is directly measured with a shelving technique, here we study two processes, first the entanglement itself and then the mapping, which are probed at once with this
measurement. Unfortunately, we could not at the time make an estimation
of the fidelity of the single processes. However, the fidelity of the combined
process can be higher or lower than each of the single processes. Only if
one can prove, that there is no possibility to get the entangled state via a
different quantum mechanical path, is the achieved fidelity the product of
the fidelities of the single processes.
Still, the non-perfect fidelity makes us think about possible errors. Here, the
main problem is the possibility of having a second atom inside the cavity
which may emit a second photon. Calculating the conditioned efficiencies
we found, that about 5% of the second photons come from a different atom
than the first photons, which will give a random result for the second photon
(white noise, limits maximal fidelity to 96.3%). Additionally, correlations
with dark counts play a role. Both effects can not fully explain the deviation from a maximally entangled state. Nonetheless, in an experiment with
a single atom fixed in a cavity these problems will be solved, since one can
be sure that only one atom is present and the measurement duration only
depends on how long the atom stays inside the cavity. The signal to noise
ratio will therefore increase.
Even though only in 7% of the measuring times an atom is present in
the cavity, the overall detection rate of entangled photon-pairs is about
2 events/second. This event rate is on the same order of magnitude as the
reported atom-photon entanglement observation rate (70; 72; 125), where
the atom was permanently trapped and only one photon needed to be detected. This demonstrates that a cavity has a great impact on the efficient
implementation of quantum networks.

4.4.3

Coherence time of the atomic superposition

In this chapter, entanglement between two subsequently emitted photons
was demonstrated as well as the quantum state transfer from a single atom
onto a single photon and therefore also atom-photon entanglement. For the
use of the atom-cavity system as quantum memory it would be interesting
to know how long the information can be stored in the atomic qubit state.
To test the phase decoherence of the atomic superposition we have done
a measurement of the contrast CHV and CRL simultaneously for different
waiting times between the entangling and mapping laser pulses ts . The
result of the measurement is shown in Fig. 4.15. The first photon is detected
immediately after its emission from the cavity and projects the atom into
a certain state. When detecting the first photon in the HV-basis, the atom
will be projected either in state |−1i or |+1i, when detecting the photon
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Figure 4.15: Contrast as a function of pump pulse time separation. When
measuring CRL , the first photon detection will project the atom into a superposition
of |F = 1, MF ± 1i. The contrast is then a measure of the phase coherence of this
superposition. For the CHV , the first detection projects the atom into one of the
|F = 1, MF ± 1i states. This state naturally experiences no dephasing, therefore
the fact that both contrasts decrease in the same manner is an indication that the
phase decoherence is not the limiting factor.

in the RL-basis, the atom will be projected into a superposition of these
states. For such an atom, phase decoherence can occur, whereas for an
atom in one of the hyperfine ground states phase, decoherence plays no
role in the result. In CRL , the phase coherence of the two states is tested
and every phase shift will lead to a reduction in contrast. Typically this
should occur with a different time constant than for the contrast in HVbasis. There, e.g. a magnetic field could mix the different Zeeman levels
leading to a reduced contrast. The observation that for both CHV and
CRL the contrast reduces at the same time scale is an indication that other
processes are responsible for this reduction. Comparing the reduction of the
contrast with the reduction of number of photon pairs per MOT (Fig. 4.16),
we see that this may be the primary source of loss of contrast. Obviously,
for large pump pulse separations, the two detected photons will not origin
from the same atom, their polarization state will be in a completly mixed
state and the contrast is zero for both CHV and CRL .
Therefore, it seems that the limiting factor in this measurements was more
the reduced number of photon pairs than the decoherence itself. Doing
such a measurement for a setup with a fixed atom, where the atom could
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Figure 4.16: The number of photon pairs per MOT and the number of
pairs per sequence decrease faster than the contrast in Fig. 4.15. This decrease
signalizes that the atom is not well coupled to the cavity any more after ts ≥ 5 µs
and the probability of generating the second photon is getting smaller.

be observed for many seconds (143), would eliminate this effect and allow
probing of the decoherence over much longer timescales.

4.5

Conclusion

In this chapter we have described the realization of atom-photon entanglement and the subsequent state mapping of the atomic state onto a second
photon which results in an entangled photon pair. In a state tomography of
the two-photon state it was shown that indeed entanglement was present in
the system. From the measured density matrix we obtained a concurrence
C = 0.73(7) and an entanglement of formation E = 0.63(9). The overlap
with the desired Bell state |Ψ− i was reached with a fidelity F = 86.0(4)%.
Using a constant magnetic field we have also demonstrated a state rotation
of the atomic state, depending on the magnetic field strength and the time
between the photon detections. With this method the atomic state was manipulated such that a density matrix was obtained resembling a |Ψ+ i Bell
state with fidelity F = 82.9(6)% . Again, the entanglement was clearly observed with a concurrence C = 0.72(13) and an entanglement of formation
E = 0.62(16). For an atom in a superposition state no phase decoherence
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was found during the atom-cavity interaction time in comparison to an atom
in one of the hyperfine states. In our experiment, even though the atom has
a limited interaction time with the cavity, the rate of entangled photon
pairs (2 events/seconds) is on the order of the rate of detected entanglement
events in other experiments which work in free space with trapped atoms.
This shows the importance of a cavity for the efficient implementation of
quantum networks.

Chapter 5

Outlook
This thesis establishes an atom-cavity system with the ability to generate
single photons as a versatile toolbox for quantum information processing in
a distributed network (80), since it provides an interface between stationary (atoms) and flying (photons) qubits. Single atoms are ideal quantum
memories because they have long coherence times (91; 90), whereas single
photons are well suited to transmit quantum information between distant
nodes of a quantum network.
With our system we have produced a stream of polarization-controlled single photons (chapter 3). These photons show their mutual coherence in a
time-resolved two photon interference experiment, proving that the generation process is well under control. Moreover, entanglement between an
atom and an emitted photon has been created where the atomic state was
further mapped onto a second photon resulting in a pair of entangled photons (chapter 4). The schemes presented here are intrinsically deterministic
since atom-cavity systems are in principle able to generate single photons
with unity efficiency (75). Furthermore, the photons are emitted into a welldefined spatio-temporal mode which can easily be manipulated, e.g. guided
in fibers, overlapped on beam splitters and focused onto a detector.
Our scheme of two entangled photons can in the future be extended to generate three or more entangled photons. For example, partial driving of the
Raman transition in combination with atomic state manipulation should
allow one to produce time-bin entangled multi-photon states (144; 145).
Polarization-entangled multi-photon states are also feasible with two possible schemes depicted in Fig. 5.1. The key for the implementation of these
schemes is, after entangling the atomic substates with the polarization of
the emitted photon, to manipulate the atomic superposition state symmetrically on isolated paths such that each component can only emit photons
of a defined polarization. Accordingly, the degeneracy of the Zeeman states
has to be lifted at least partially to separately address only certain transitions between specific sublevels. One of the schemes presented here relies
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on the Stark effect (146), the other on the Zeeman effect (147).
In Fig. 5.1 (a), a π-polarized laser field with a frequency close to the F = 2
to F 0 = 2 transition of the D1 -line of 87 Rb (at 795 nm) shifts the Zeeman
levels differently dependent on the coupling strength to the excited level. To
first approximation, the shift of the |F = 2, mF = 0i state will be zero since
this state does not couple to the |F 0 = 2, mF = 0i state. Initially the atom
is prepared in state |F = 1, mF = 0i and the cavity is fixed on the transition
from F = 2 to F 0 = 2. Step 1: Atom-photon entanglement is created by
driving a transition to states |−1i and |+1i while a σ ± photon is emitted,
respectively. Step 2: The pump laser frequency is chosen to be in Raman
resonance with the cavity only for the transition from |F = 2, mF = ±1i to
|F = 2, mF = ±2i, resulting in an emission of a σ ∓ photon, respectively. The
transition to |F = 2, mF = 0i is far from resonance. Step 3: Finally, a laser
pulse polarized perpendicular to the cavity axis is applied. Its frequency
is chosen such that together with the cavity, the Raman resonance condition is fulfilled for the transition from |F = 2, mF = ±2i to |F = 2, mF = 0i,
thereby emitting a σ ± photon, respectively. This scheme results in the atom
disentangled from the light and the generation of a three-photon entangled
state.
In Fig. 5.1 (b) the degeneracy of the Zeeman substates is lifted by applying a magnetic field along the cavity axis. Initially the atom is prepared in the |F = 2, mF = 0i state and the cavity is tuned to the F = 1
to F 0 = 2 transition. Step 1: Laser and cavity drive a transition to the
|F = 1, mF = ±1i levels while a σ ∓ photon is emitted, respectively. Step 2:
Microwave transitions map the population in the |F = 1, mF = ±1i levels
onto the |F = 2, mF = ±2i levels, respectively. From there, laser and cavity
drive a transition back to the |F = 1, mF = ±1i levels while emitting σ ±
photons. Step 2 can be repeated as often as wanted to generate a chain of
entangled photons. Step 3: Starting from the |F = 1, mF = ±1i levels, the
atom is finally disentangled from the light by applying a laser that together
with the cavity drives a transition to the |F = 1, mF = 0i state while a σ ±
photon is emitted, respectively.
Both schemes have their advantages and drawbacks. On the one hand
scheme (a) can be performed very rapidly, since it is only based on optical transitions, whereas (b) also involves microwave transitions which are
typically slower. On the other hand, in scheme (a) the atom can lose its
coherence when absorbing a photon from the Stark-shift laser, whereas the
coherence of the Zeeman states can be controlled by stabilizing the magnetic
field. While scheme (b) can emit more than three entangled photons, an extension of the scheme would allow the same for scheme (a). Both schemes
can in principle be implemented with the setup used in this thesis analogous to the atom-photon interface demonstrated. However, because the
current setup has a limited interaction time between atom and cavity, our
group has set up two new atom-cavity systems, akin to each other, where
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Figure 5.1: Generation of multi-photon entangled states. (a) This scheme
relies on the AC-Stark shift which is induced by a laser field which is close to
the resonance from F = 2 to F 0 = 2 of the D1 -line. Therefore, one can address
certain transitions between Zeeman substates without driving unwanted or even
multiple transitions with the same pump laser pulse. (b) This scheme relies on
the Zeeman effect that lifts the degeneracy between the substates. This allows
to individually address microwave transitions between the |F = 1, mF = ±1i and
|F = 2, mF = ±2i states, respectively. More details on both schemes are given in
the text.
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the atom is fixed inside the cavity within a standing wave dipole trap (143).
By applying cavity-cooling forces (148; 149) the atom can be stored in the
cavity for several seconds (150; 151; 152). The technique of cavity cooling
was successfully combined with the generation of single-photons, and one
of the systems demonstrated its operation as a single photon server with
85 Rb (78; 153).
The next step will be to demonstrate atom-photon entanglement with each of
these systems and combine the two. By measuring two photons (each coming
from one of the systems) in a Bell state, the remaining atoms are entangled,
as was recently demonstrated with ions in free-space using photons carrying
frequency qubits (92) and photons carrying polarization qubits (154). This
technique allows to entangle atom-cavity systems at very large distances and
opens the possibility to perform a loophole-free Bell measurement (155) as
a test for quantum theory.
Two (or more) such systems operated in parallel are well suited for teleportation and entanglement experiments in a quantum network (100; 99; 98; 156)
as well as for quantum gate operations in a distributed quantum computer (157; 158; 159). Altogether, an atom-photon interface opens many
possibilities in multiple directions of quantum information processing.

Appendix A

Rubidium energy levels
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Figure A.1: D2 -line of Rubidium 87. All values are taken from (121)
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Rubidium energy levels
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Appendix B

Density matricies
B.1

Reconstructed |Ψ− i density matrix




0.045
0.031 − 0.007i −0.026 + 0.003i −0.001 − 0.008i
 0.031 + 0.007i
0.449
−0.410 + 0.001i 0.015 − 0.0156i 


 −0.026 − 0.003i −0.410 − 0.001i
0.452
−0.011 + 0.031i 
−0.001 + 0.008i 0.015 + 0.016i −0.011 − 0.031i
0.055
The data that served for reconstructing the density matrix was taken at
zero magnetic field. In each of nine different wave plate settings about 2200
entanglement events were recorded.

B.2

Reconstructed |Ψ+ i density matrix


0.061
−0.077 − 0.050i −0.087 − 0.042i −0.002 − 0.026i
 −0.077 + 0.050i
0.449
0.393 − 0.004i
0.062 + 0.014i 


 −0.087 + 0.042i 0.393 + 0.004i
0.424
0.056 + 0.009i 
−0.002 + 0.026i 0.062 − 0.014i
0.056 − 0.009i
0.067


The data that served for reconstructing the density matrix was taken
with a magnetic field along the cavity axis with B = −0.13 G. In each of six
different wave plate settings about 1800 entanglement events were recorded.
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